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Yoga Is ‘No Ego’ in Practice, our divine destiny ~ 

In this context it is hoped to show the complete negative value of 

Propaganda, the reasons why it is used so fully and who it benefits 

and why. From the description of the Human Spirit it shows that 

Propaganda in fact isolates, alienates us from our own Self ~ 

Realisation and from the Consciousness that we are a part of 

this Cosmic energy; which is alive in everything, in the Natural 

Union ‘Yoga’ ~ of Life and reality. This Knowledge through 

Wisdom helps us realise the True value of Life and the  

untruth of the Negative values described in ‘Propaganda’. 

How are we to become connected to this wise human sense of 

Our Universal Omnipresent Self within the greedy Globalised 

perspectives of today? This is the future with No fears. It’s seen  

in meditation, poetry, Free Will, Creativity, mystical vision ~ 

deep wisdom and Love; not Propaganda, of fascism, separation, 

racism, fundamentalism, of corrupted despots, greedy politicians, 

business, media, advertising moguls, MIC. Militarists and in the 

Terrorism of extremists! This development of suffering & Ignorant 

manipulation of our ‘Humanity’ is an attack on All our Spiritual 

realisations ~ moments of Reality which for all of us are essentially  

changing, always flowing on ~ Our ego is not truly in Control of it.  

Surrender, transcend and Free the finite Mind to the boundlessness.  

Don’t get Attached to, but be Immersed within the Cosmic Stream ~ 

the timeless space, emptiness, silence, with the Source, not projections  

of the ego’s light. Walk the pathless, true path until inside you become  

blissful Ocean, Sat Chit Anand, Nibbana innocence, love, infinite life ~  

* 

‘Perfect Love ~ No Mind Starlight ~ Come Alive’ is part 2. 

‘True Freedom ~ Natural Spiritual Beauty ~ Here * Now  

Gems of Eternity’ is part 3 of the trilogy - 

‘Pure Light ~ Cosmic Sweet Heart  

We’ve All Got Stars Inside’
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‘ALL THINGS ARE CONNECTED WHATEVER 

BEFALLS THE EARTH ~ BEFALLS THE SONS 

AND DAUGHTERS, ALL LIFE ON THE EARTH’ 

 

The Great Chief in Washington sends word that he wishes to buy 

our land. The Great Chief also sends us words of friendship and 

good will. This is kind of him. 

Since we know he has little need of our friendship in return. 

But we will consider your offer, for we know if we do not do so,  

the white man may come with guns and take our land. 

What Chief Sealth says, the Great Chief in Washington can  

count on as truly as our white brothers can count on the return  

of the seasons. My words are like the stars, they do not set. 

How can you buy or sell the sky? 

The warmth of the land? 

The idea is strange to us. 

Yet we do not own the freshness of the air 

or the sparkle of the water. 

How can you buy them from us? We will decide in our time. 

Every part of this Earth is sacred to my people. 

Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore, every mist in 

the dark woods, every clearing and humming insect is holy  

in the memory and experience of my people. 

We know that the white man does not understand our ways. 

One portion of the land is the same to him as the next, 

for he is a stranger who comes in the night  

and takes from the land whatever he needs. 

The earth is not his brother, but his enemy, and when he has 

conquered it, he moves on. He leaves his fathers’ graves, 

and his children’s birthright is forgotten. 

The sight of your cities pains the eyes of the Redman. 

But perhaps it is because the Redman is a savage and does not 

understand. There is no quiet place in the white man’s cities. 

No place to hear the leaves of spring or the rustle of insects’ wings. 
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But perhaps because I am a savage and do not understand ~ 

the clatter only seems to insult the ears. And what is there to life if 

a man cannot hear the lovely cry of a hippoorwill or the arguments 

of frogs around a pond at night? The Indian prefers the soft sound 

of the wind darting over the face of the pond, 

and the smell of the wind itself cleansed by a mid-day rain, 

or scented with a Pinon pine. The air is precious to the Redman. 

For all things share the same breath; the beasts, the trees, the man.  

The white man does not seem to notice the air he breathes ~  

Like a man dying for many days, he is numb to the stench. 

If I decide to accept, I, will make one condition. 

The white man must treat the beasts of this land as his brothers. 

I am a savage and I do not understand any other way. I have seen 

a thousand rotting buffalo bodies left by the white man who shot 

them from a passing train. I am a savage and I do not understand 

how the smoking iron horse can be more important than the buffalo, 

that we kill only to stay alive. What is man without the beasts? 

If all the beasts were gone, men would die from great loneliness 

of spirit, for whatever happens to the beast also happens to man. 

All things are connected. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the 

sons and daughters of the earth. Our children have seen their 

fathers humbled in defeat. Our warriors have felt shame. 

And after defeat, they turn their days to idleness and contaminate 

their bodies with sweet food and strong drink. It matters little  

where we pass the rest of our days they are not many. 

A few more hours, a few more winters, and none of the children  

of the great tribes that once lived on this earth, or that roamed  

in small bands in the woods will be left to mourn the graves  

of a people once as powerful and hopeful as ours. 

One thing we know which the white man may one day discover. 

Our God is the same God. You may think now that you own him as 

you wish to own our land, but you cannot. He is the body of man. 

And his compassion is equal for the Redman and the white. 

This earth is precious to Him. 
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And to harm the earth is to heap contempt on its Creator. 

The whites too shall pass, perhaps sooner than other tribes. 

Continue to contaminate your bed, and you will one night suffocate 

in your own waste. When the buffalo are all slaughtered, the wild 

horses all tamed, the secret corners of the forest heavy with the scent  

of many men, and the view of the ripe hills blotted by talking 

wires, where is the thicket? Gone. Where is the eagle? Gone. 

And what is to say goodbye to the swift and the hunt, the end of 

living and the beginning of survival. We might understand if we 

knew what it was that the white man dreams, what hopes 

he describes to his children on long winter nights, what visions  

he burns into their minds, so they will wish for tomorrow.  

But we are savages. The white man’s dreams are hidden from us.  

And because they are hidden we will go on our own way.  

If we agree, it will be to secure our reservation you have promised.  

There perhaps we may live out our brief days as we wish.  

When the last Redman has vanished from the earth, and the 

memory is only the shadow of a cloud moving across the prairie, 

these shores and forests will still hold the spirits of my people, 

for they love this earth as the new born loves its mother’s 

heartbeat. If we sell you our land, love it as we have loved it. 

Care for it as we have cared for it. Hold in your mind the memory 

of the land, as it is when you take it. And with all your strength, 

with all your might, and with all your heart preserve it for your  

children, and love it as God loves us all. One thing we know ~ 

our God is the same. The earth is precious to Him. 

Even the white man cannot be exempt from the common destiny. 

* 

This letter, written in 1885 was sent to President Franklin Pierce by Chief  

Sealth of the Duwamish tribe of the State of Washington. It concerns the 

proposed purchase of the tribe’s land. Seattle a corruption of the Chief’s  

name, is built in the heart of Duwamish land.
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I got some Peace 

I miss You, I say it with a smile ~ 

Randomness, sequential, non-sequential.  

It’s gone forever ~ It’s gone forever! 

Now, now ~ memory, memory, program, 

memory ~ more memories, what’s that? 

Radiation shield putting up my bio-field, 

Dhamma force ~ 

light light light light frequencies  

Peace man, release in the 3rd D. 

Have to know it in your heart ~ 

Location * Location * Location 

Never let negativity into your Spirit. 

Solution * dissolution, gone forever. 

Being… now * now * now * now ~ 

What’s that about forgiveness? 

I’m coming inside with You ~ 

don’t worry, I say it with a smile. 

Healing my broken wing ~ 

* 

Snowden, Assange, Manning statues unveiled in Berlin 

‘At the core, someone who goes up against the Psychopathic Demons ~ 

for a sense of truth and justice on behalf of fellow humans and the planet  

is to be honoured for their COURAGE. They have sacrificed their lives for 

Truth, while the rest of us debate the news from the comfort of our sofa’.  

“You decided to come to a crazy country; get out now!” FREE * TRUTH 

‘Sit back and be 5G microwaved into sickness,  

or stand up for yourself and for your children!’  

Everyone has stories comin’ out of house #13  

“Yeah, I try and keep my happiness going ~” 

“No rest for the Yogi!” ~ Life is blessed
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Where is the beauty 

If distorted, it distorts perception ~ 

and the Nature of our ‘democracy’ 

Beware of the Symptoms! 

Less content and analyses, associated with the News! 

Misleading Entertainment and Celebrity features! 

Numbing and dumbing down the intellectual issues. 

Dooming, us with No Knowledge; stupid or Ignorant, 

Best way for news is from independent, objective sources. 

Protesting against Mainstream Black and White focus. 

Access to the Truth needs difficult, critical questioning… 

Comatose journalists live in a one sided picture, happily 

chewing their cud, being servile doing truth a disservice! 

‘Not in Our Name’ 

Your pathetic, corrupt interviews imperil…  

Bordering on the ridiculous, inane and profane! 

You need some belief and determination to uphold 

the creed of the truth against the Propaganda Machine, 

which says nothing Objective except to serve its Masters. 

Keep the Pressure on the Media and the Government… 

Parts of the Establishment; doing its bidding and bias. 

Coordinators for formal Corrections & Contradictions. 

Are they covering the popular Peace Demonstrations? 

The Anti-war marches. Obviously not! Why Not? 

 

Are you fearful of seeming ‘Un-American’, Unpatriotic? 

This is pathetic, inflammatory, won’t sell Your papers! 

The bottom line is selling their rags and selling their 

Advertising copy and influence, which has a Rate! 

They are here to manipulate not debate Public Opinion. 

Is protest a part of the national consciousness or broadcasting 

only a crazy characterization for a Premium, Top TV show? 

Then you have Your own Insidious Experts to Implicate ~
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and debunk any real scoop as a concoction of terrorists, 

or those who used to be bogeyman, or evil communists, 

from anywhere you want to pick. It’s that much distorted! 

You treat us to baloney setting that Standard to follow 

from your exclusive Oligopoly, a club of Press Barons. 

One starts to wonder if Real things did occur, in Fact! 

What is the Identity of Your protected Source,  

who’s your ‘WMD’ ‘Intelligence Broker…’ 

knowing where is the Enriched Uranium, 

which constitutes a reason to start a War? 

Dangerous lies told in front of the World by them! 

Nothing but False accounts, Fake satellite pictures, 

Intel, Assertions; how could You get it All so Wrong? 

Obviously Not, this was a story created for Your Ends! 

 

Debunked the Propaganda Issue, a Media Advisory. 

These Talking Heads’ Patriotic Pandering to viewers. 

It’s the echo chamber of the Government, establishment, 

purposefully, so little access to real information, only lies. 

Our Journalists prefer to be ‘Embedded’ at the Sheraton 

with the cosy Military, let off the hook to rampage at will. 

There is no Independent Observation of these Massacres, 

War Crimes Against Humanity, Phosphorous bombing!! 

Flying the Flag, in their Negligence they are Culpable. 

Rapped it all up in Press conferences of Political Jargon. 

There is not One Critical Commentator at this Charade! 

No tough questioning, repeatedly staged Managed for 

the Sponsors back home, selling their Weapons-Powder! 

Addicting us to Cosmetics to stop ageing, stress, wrinkles, 

while its military burns and melts children round the block. 

Is there not One Journalist who can ask the Right Question? 

All terrified, their good careers, pensions would be finished! 
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The Denounced Talkative Heads 

Patriotic Pandering not pondering, to their Viewers. 

No choices of information available, it’s Unbelievable! 

Newscasts of Documented evidence with no Proof! 

Public fully believes the Link to the Invented Spoof. 

Media Co-operations making a history of no conflicts, 

diverting the Public away from any sense of Failure... 

It’s less and less informed in a Global Information Age… 

Viacom, News Corporation, AOL Time Warner, General-  

Electric! Disney Created a Great Mickey Mouse Reality. 

There’s few serious challengers to Media Policy, shows. 

Propaganda is working well for Corporate USA. et al. 

 

Beginning to sink into our DNA, these Losses of Reform 

in areas of vital importance such as Environmentalism. 

Any Opposition Consciousness? Rights are being eroded, 

Censorship, Alternative issues, media outlets encoded! 

Our voice of dissent is treated as failure, true conspiracy as lies ~ 

Contempt for Democracy, they won’t publish or Air any criticism! 

The Media sets the Agenda and limits to News discussion! 

* 

Activist on the Short List 

What do you think of Democracy Mr. Gandhi? 

“I think it would be a Good Idea” 

Disrespect is based on Fear, drummed up by? 

Colonialism was so legitimised on Ancient Civilisations. 

Baghdad was once the Centre of the Islamic knowledge, 

not a scrapheap of blown up cars and burnt body parts! 

Babylon of Classical texts and hanging gardens not the Nazi; 

not a dump for Phosphorous shells and other Monstrosities! 

This continuous cycle of Conquest being Perpetuated! 

These ‘Redivisions’ and ‘Acquisitions’ 

of the spoils of war ~
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Despoiling 

Superiority of Arms over everybody and the ability… 

to drop those Nuclear weapons on People and schools! 

Poisoned gases from the Hero, Mr. Churchill and cohorts. 

Abuse of Power creates animosity, not Peoples Freedom. 

Supporting both sides in War with weapons is diabolical! 

Who gave the Dictator money to make an Atomic Bomb? 

Who gave the enemy critical Battlefield Information? 

Who supported the Sanctions killing innocent men, 

women and children in the thousands? 

Who has supported the War criminals? 

‘575,000 children under five died, UN Sanctions Estimate’ 

Who enjoys a disproportionate response and turns it into 

science, presenting lectures on ‘Violations’ at Academies? 

Who presided over this destruction, through UN Sanctions? 

Who gave the Dictator Chemical Weapons in the first place? 

Where are the Prohibitions that Safeguard Civilisation? 

If it’s Inhumane, do all those responsible get any blame? 

Human Rights Watch, those landmines blow up Children. 

Doesn’t need a Think-Tank to see effects of Uranium dust. 

Gulf war syndrome exposure, a highly Ineffective response. 

It’s Not acceptable to blow up ‘Civilian’ infrastructures! 

Should use your torture colleges on other military mobs!! 

Armed Force contamination, Propaganda contamination, 

bringing disease, Leukemia, traumas by the bombing, load!  

the writings on the Ziggurat brother, Your time will come. 

What sort of human mind dreamt up, ‘ Shock and Awe’? 

The fear in Children’s eyes, from your cold hearts of Stone! 

This Immoral War; No War Is ‘Holy’ it’s all Propaganda! 

Do you Understand? How vile and inhumane, accepting it ~ 

This Insatiable greed and Tyranny. NO WAR IS HOLY! 

And the future distress in your children’s eyes and hearts?
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Flowers from Kabballah’s rampaged garden 

Do you recall the Resolution of the Bay of Tonkin? 

The Mandate of Sin, withdrawn any Intelligence! 

“MAKE LOVE NOT WAR 

MAKE PEACE NOT WAR” 

‘Independent, lack of Justice in the Middle East’ 

Anyone who says ‘Zionist’ is Racist, according to a Fascist, 

anyone criticising War, annexation, is Anti-Democratic ~ 

Unpatriotic, according to the Right wing Silent Majority’s 

Delusions, and bad brain hallucinations for a human spirit. 

Now shown up for what they are, Viet Nam was no mistake 

it was the germination of their ‘Foreign Policy’. Waging war! 

Look who they support unconditionally for a clue to what’s true! 

Need to have Serious Enquiries into this mirage of ‘Holy’ Land  

and ‘Holy’ unjust War, holy demonic vibrations. Disregarded, 

STOP subscribing to Untrue Accusations, who is the arbitrator 

of the popular myth, Mr. Editor, Mr. mass media proprietor? 

From where came this Betrayal of Reality, not even thinking 

about Cosmic energies, our vibrations in common, Holy spirit. 

Universally or the Natural aura, just look at everyday life ~ 

Who got the job of the Contextualisation of World History? 

Does it arrive in Mail drops on military satellite channels? 

‘Who calls disputed Israeli settlements a neighbourhood’? 

Who corrupted the Narrative, Story of the Middle East? 

Whose job was it to undermine the words, the language? 

‘Occupied’ gives credibility, ‘disputed’ gives them None’ 

Where did they find these Product placement Manufacturers? 

Which Business College of ‘Communication Studies & Media’ 

turned these diabolical, subversive, robotic graduates out? 

‘Literally and Metaphorically Absolving any Accusation’ 

‘Their Intent is Unjustifiable, Confronted by the Truth’ 
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Explain the Why? Taken out so we don’t Know a Reason 

‘Mere criticism and censure for Looking, for a Motive. 

Linguistic change of the textual takes away the Lexicon. 

Why this Censorship of such small Truths available? 

This is the holy land of the Sanhedrin model, remember? 

‘Homicide bombers’ generically aren’t Suicide bombers!!! 

They killed themselves and happily murdered others but the 

reasons why they did it have been taken out, narrative is distorted, 

which suits Propagandists, but no good to anyone else who wants 

to be aware of  the Truth. Who’s getting screwed with a false smile ~ 

and treated as a stupid, infidel brother? When you ask for some Justice. 

* 

‘The Why’ 

Everything comes to a Full Stop! 

* 

Who are these Advisors in your Lobby; Ari, Ali & Sally? 

How is it you get away with so much grief with no Challenges? 

How is it the West supports the exact programming as you Ari? 

Fears of Rational questioning, Totally No Objectivity… 

No sane discussions of the Reality of your foreign ‘policies’ 

Congressmen, Senators, MPs; Deputes do you know what’s 

going on, do you condone this Imperial, insanity overseas? 

Who IS IT briefing the US Intelligence, MI6 on WMD? 

From where are these figures, flaws, inaccuracies found? 

The effect on Innocent victims is unacceptably Profound! 

Lying through your teeth, lying to your Spirit, if you ever thought 

you had one. What’s that tell us about your Heart with no love, 

feelings of Cosmic energies in this world! 

So the Millennium ain’t lookin’ too bright in your hands. 

‘The American Media has come to heel’, Poodles, lapdogs. 

Syndicated from the offices of Propaganda’s oily Officers. 

Who is Monitoring these centres of Power and what’s the 

definition of Journalism, Assange? Thank you Truth-sayers. 
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Only on the side of the Truth 

There is NO such thing as a ‘HOLY WAR’ 

There is NO support for any Act of Violence. 

There’s a Responsibility Not to become a Fascist or 

TO HARM IN ANY WAY, INNOCENT PEOPLE! 

Where every minute a Crime against Humanity is Committed, 

conveyed to you by your TV Screens. Viewer discretion advised. 

We are made to absorb this Negativity with no counter balance ~ 

no context, no Wisdom, no trust, respect, and no Love, only fears! 

So close my dear, round our corner, another witch hunt, pogrom. 

Manipulated, people have to make unbelievable choices in Life ~ 

Tragic Disasters, natural, man-made and all illusory, ask Maya. 

That’s why it’s imperative we need to perceive reality consciously, 

to feel our Spirit, so we can react as part of the Cosmic Universal. 

Read the ‘Dhammapada’ to get a sense of how to react in front of 

this chaos, to protect your most loved ones and try to communicate 

sensations, understanding to others in the planetary environment, 

not Idealism but needs simple truth 

* 

Creating Hoax Democracy Franchises 

‘Supine Press working on behalf of the Corp-Government’ 

#1. WHAT HAPPENED to FREEDOM of SPEECH? 

This essential Human Right to Criticise, to say ‘NO’.  

And what is Your True Motivation in this? Guaranteed  

by common law, our entitled privilege; why abandon it? 

It’s supposed to be why all those people are being blown 

to bits, to achieve this freedom and Democratic Right… 

and here you’ve just let it go without any word or fight! 

Take out the authentic; don’t know where it’s coming from. 

Who threw the first stone? Asking the question, WHY?
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A Rant from a Sly Fox 

No Authorisation, their Objectivity is a desert Mirage, delusory. 

Their continuously exaggerated, deplorable coverage, witnessing. 

Domination or Castration to find a winning solution! 

They only kept him on because the ratings went up… 

This Satire is believable, so what is True, Mr. Magoo? 

Amendments, filibusters and Protocols will do the Trick… 

quick before people see the disclaimers of the MIC. Oligopoly. 

Never realized? Why would you, why would anybody? 

Your nose knows what’s dancing Lambada in front of it. 

A self-taught surrealist with Cosmic flowers in her locks. 

* 

Death is out of breath 

Life is full of lights ~ 

Flying in the sub-atomic, particle skies, 

jet streams playing in starry fields of flux, 

in fresh, hay scented, sweet summer nights. 

* 

What are Your Ideas for Depicting behind the Surface? 

Little cracks in the paint and punctured holes, a slit, 

sub-consciously in the designs, into ‘Abstract Space ~ 

Which can represent another reality, unseen dimension, 

one we don’t know, can’t control, offers something New. 

Leads us through those infinite dimensional doorways ~ 

leads into other Immaterials*energised from crystal skies 

‘Simple as That’ 

Conscious, Sub-Conscious-atomic plane 

Quantum Space don’t know what it is ~ 

what it could be, lurking or surfing, penetrating to an Unknown… 

Quantity, a new field, a new Imagination, a new spiral tribal. 

Behind this superficial surface it’s another Full Power vibe ~ 

Offering to shine a sublime light on Cosmic spirit’s dance. 

Shiny emerald clitoris in a weaving sapphire cobra trance.
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‘They’re Precisely Real Enough, Your Honour’ 

Another & another, connecting Reality, sister, brother. 

How do you describe it to anyone? Have to try it, see it! 

More and more Stars, outer galaxies and Inner seas ~ 

takes you to other dimensions on infinite natural waves, 

they flow through us, we flow through them. What a Gem!  

Can’t think about it linearly but Cosmically, need to surf ~  

channeling, but not on TV. in the Real, magical Ocean ~ 

Unlocking the doorway with her golden key 

to Neptune’s cave, to Zeus’ temple queen, 

to Olympus’ mount, to Hercules’ Pillars ~ 

to Diana’s forest and Venus’ brightest Star, 

to Socrates and Aristotle gazing at the new moon 

to Mars and Jupiter being in perfect, spatial tune ~ 

Yin And Yang representing Chi of a perennial Big Bang! 

Light and dark, night and day, male and female, sacredly. 

Inter & Outer, Zero point dimension, between the natural ~ 

chlorophyll of vibrant grass and golden aura ~ Angels’ dust 

* 

The long time view of an old Oak tree, 

realise the value, wisdom in Maturity ~ 

appreciated, quality of the lovely elderberry. 

New light falling on these sacred leaves… 

experiencing the truth of natural meanings, 

connecting to the roots, change, not denying Dharma. 

Even suffering, pain and loss are illusions of the Storm, 

changing reality with the arrival of omnipresent dawn. 

Life seems based on time, chasing through your mind ~ 

Karma progressing through the Celestial constellations. 

Gifts of magic inspiration and insights of ecstatic elation 

will purify your Universal Spirit ~ with divine sensation
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What will you do with it? 

Every living invisible, visible being 

has a different reality in common ~ 

* Unique energies in the Cosmic grid * 

Are we ‘Identifying’ with Sub-Atomic Universal patterns ~ 

of growth, of Love, of survival, of relationships, of loss chemistry, 

of pain, redemption, Fear and discovery, of Sacrifice, of Creativity, 

of Ignorance, bliss and Wisdom, of Glory, deep, heart forgiveness? 

Comparisons, compassion Liberation, equanimity ~ 

Amazing, I finally found a free and open Channel 

or the Channel eventually found me ~ 

Thankfully Cosmic Connection after all this flirtation 

Time on the pathless path still trying to catch rainbows, 

believing it would happen superbly, totally, naturally 

but I’m not always flying in the Spirit realm ~ 

Let it flow don’t you know, let it flow, let it flow 

let it flow again, flowing through cascading pain, 

let it flow through all of us, like transparent rain, 

let it be a monsoon flooding to the core 

let us realise Truth, to feel it more ~ 

Keep it flowing, keep on knowing. 

Let it flow out of me, keep on going 

Let it flow to you, keep on giving ~ 

on the pathless path, realising and forgiving. 

I learned a lot, that time in the Great barren desert. 

five years after five years, after another five years ~  

That sweet heart that went through hell ~ 

but back now before the crystal, Cosmic well. 

Heard about Deva Lokas *Angels’ energies, realised. 

“Happiness is a gift, just don’t expect it, but delight  

in it and add to other beings store of it” 

Sun rises * Sun sets, now experiencing the dawn. 

No Separation ~ sharing with the groovy Universe
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Amadeo Modigliani loved long necks 

Senile, loss of my memory; just another Alternative Reality! 

Tune to another dimension ~ Can you flow with it by being 

detached in dhamma? Seems to make sense to me, supportive. 

Inspiring to confront Ignorance to express new possibilities 

of how lovely is this open, boundless space 

to be a channel traversing energy routes ~ 

Transcending ~ mixing with all Cosmic forces. 

Dhamma headlights even on the horses! 

Expressing my experiences being True to limitless. 

That would be some journey ~ a golden path, Sadguru. 

HEALING the FREE SPIRIT, IS REALISATION 

* 

Scope Another Yoga 

I don’t feel like I’m really missing anything…. 

that’s so Important or of more real value to me or to you. 

You feel Craving or loss for not having what you Crave, 

then you are in Pain. The Root, the Mother of all Pains! 

‘If You look after dhamma, dhamma will look after You’  

She’s crying for the Moon, did you promise her the Moon? 

We need to be on Our Cosmic side, in the Realm of Angels. 

Not some, Jihad, Holy Insanity, Propagandas terms! 

‘All War is Unholy, even the thought of it in your mind’ 

Can you teach that to your young zealots in the mosques, 

can you spread the word in church, temples, synagogues? 

The World will be a better place even if others ~ 

didn’t catch on yet! Hell is giving someone Pain. 

No Act or Art of War is Holy; he’s done it again! 

Are you cross eyed, travelling in stormy clouds? 

It’s as clear as mud to you, isn’t it? Be a Lotus. 

Walking round with C2 dynamite in her handbag 

Why? You’ve no right, I do deny and condemn it! 

‘We don’t want one person to have that much Power!’
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Turn off the Bleep Tone 

Some have walked these paths before ~ 

let me think about that; coitus interruptus! 

You had to be completely independent of course ~ 

couldn’t live the normal life of confusion, detours, 

unrecognisable diversions; very few find the flow ~ 

This is the great material renunciation darling, 

looking for so long in the densest plasma fields… 

Dhamma starts to give you confidence, the fruits, 

touching, sensing the cosmic stream; wake-up call! 

* 

   RISE * SHINE 

Embracing you tightly, together behind the wall! 

Charade ~ anger was a luxury, restore the Spirit, 

not incoherent disbelief, equivocal lampoons… 

Linking-up to Political smears; Anchorwomen. 

Allusive halloween is All Saints Day, Celtic New Year! 

How did we get that one so mixed up ~ back to front? 

Which church, monastery or King had that nightmare? 

Selfish and merciless, psychotic to want to turn this festival 

into undeniable, collateral horror, loss of Spiritual culture! 

It would behoove us to rediscover the roots of Sam Hain too. 

Unpick threads of fear, persecution, blasphemy, Propaganda. 

Reinvest in the traditions with a natural, social dynamic ~ 

* 

Pearls of Swine or Pearls of Wisdom? 

A hushed up Coroner’s report feeds the fires ~ 

of Conspiracy, of some horrendous diabolical arts! 

There’s no support to deport! Espionage & camouflage, 

subterfuge! Hope of refuge for the Truth, 

not the embalmed, but the Living Truth. 

Not the withered heart of Roses but gorgeously fresh & wet. 

See the magic in the bluebell glades, creation’s fairy atoms. 

Secretions, our pulsing, deep breathing, dancing May poles
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Shrives Against the Shrines 

Anti-Personnel Mines. The devil’s handiworks… 

Are they the same as deadly, Anti-Terrorist Mines? 

Who were they designed to destroy when all our young 

boys and girls have flesh-tinted, plastic hands and feet? 

These In:visible Monsters, at all costs, must be defeated! 

Whose slag or hag, whose Queen of tarts, or a mother? 

This Propaganda is to denigrate and mutilate another. 

Bodies and reputations of spirits and headless women ~ 

Ill-founded rumors of an insane game, to blame, shame, 

kill to save their Reign, face and damned loss of honour 

* 

Disaffection of Policy will cause, encourage more pains, 

Wars, miscarriages of Justice all around the World. 

A sense of humour removes any deadly tumor and 

fabricated, false statement, read it as a full denial. 

Still a whiff of anxiety about the next scandal. 

In case the sorry saga was revived, who survived? 

“In danger of taking away our children’s childhood 

from when they first leave the maternity ward ~” 

Imposing nursery Curriculum on toddlers & babies. 

To learn a prescribed set of communication skills, Sir. 

Impose martial law, that will show them who’s Boss. 

Demonising our young with ‘Zero tolerance’; what! 

Abuses of Power, Police, Policing Policy, over people.  

In a martial-police state mate, ignorance is no excuse. 

They’ll pick you up and drop you from a helicopter! 

* 

Bursars should not collude in forming exclusive cartels! 

Soaring rhetoric and secret briefings too secret for MPs. 

Remand is a non-negotiable Police demand. What a state!  

What a pity, appealing for loyalty in an era of their austerity
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Rigged Labour party surveys allowing the Police to 

terrorise the suspect. Citizen’s 7 bullets in the head! 

Needing to trace mobile calls and unlock computers. 

Designs to shore up the anti-terror vote; it’s failed! 

One question was… 

“Do you think police should have the time and opportunity  

to complete their investigations into suspected terrorists?” 

‘Party members said, answering ‘Yes’ could have been used to 

suggest they backed the 90 day detention limit’. Propaganda! 

You’ll have to crash through those pearly gates. 

* 

‘Lest We Forget’ - Anymore and Anyone! 

Reading the runes not the ruins, don’t often get it wrong. 

Miscalculations of chief whips, whipping them into line! 

What’s this all about? Have to be aware! 

We’re living in dangerous times at home; ‘according  

to England’s greatest Jurist, Sir William Blackstone. 

The first recorded writ of habeas corpus was in 1305. 

Magna Charta was established to protect the Personal  

and Political Liberties obtained miraculously from  

King John in 1215, yes over 800 years ago, my Lord! 

Today it is being decided whether to abolish this ancient 

right of all prisoners to be swiftly produced before a court, 

and to give the Police the power to detain terror suspects, 

without charge for up to 3 months’. Who are these despots? 

‘The Ricin plot, in which of course there was no Ricin is 

cited as justification for 90 day power!’. It’s all coercion. 

“It is very economical with the Truth, Commissioner.” 

* 

9/11/05, Evening Standard, London
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Twisted Intel exists 

Lots of ifs, buts & maybes, needs an early motion! 

Creative writing is tuning into which source? 

Creative Intelligence is what? 

Tuning in original Cosmic energies. What else? 

The rest is all relative, duality, not pure sound. 

Controversy grew, she was maliciously outed… 

Did Gov. officials, chief advisors break the Law? 

Investigating, finding the Truth under the carpet. 

The obstruction of Justice, and perjury. Serious crimes,  

forcing her to reveal all her sources’ identity or go to Jail! 

Where’s Press Protection? Ask Julian Assange of wikileaks 

 

Especially for the character of the abstraction energies ~ 

Abstracts are more in tune with other dimensions such as 

esotericism, surrealism, dream; spiritual, because it is not 

pretending to mirror physical reality, perfectly ~ which is  

probably what most people are programmed to perceiving, 

evaluating as a True Copy. Abstract expressionism uniquely is 

different realities, different concepts of projection, interpretation. 

Go for it, even though many can’t see invisible energies but feel 

* 

‘In Your Mind’s Eye’ 

Latin frequency in a bikini ~ 

Sunlight frequencies in the sky 

Aquatic frequencies in the Sea 

happy frequencies in your Smile 

Crystal frequencies ~ You and Me. “Namaste.” 

Loving frequencies in your body, heart and mind. 

* Enchanted frequencies in your spirit, our spirit * 

People put out groovy vibes; the big cats in tow… 

Supernovas in your auras ~ in the Cosmic flow
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Multi * Lateral  

5th gear not 1st, expert exchange, communication. 

I am a natural communicator ~ quantum shaping. 

Human wave energies, transmitting, receiving frequency. 

“Get in touch. get in touch” being grounded to Earth. 

It’s not brain science ~ Cosmic flow 

* 

Broken down Line! 

Communicator ~ Communication. 

“I don’t want to say another word” 

“Fine” 

Keep in touch by telepathy. 

On strike for human rights. 

Guns into ploughs ~ shares 

* 

Evolutionary Sub-atoms Can’t Stop 

Can’t get blocked if you believe in being higher! 

Clear, bright consciousness, it just is, here and now. 

Must continue with flow ~ even though you got hurt; 

the essence of healing, always changing Chi energies. 

Clear meridians, well established meditation insight. 

On a Tibetan plateau, cloudless skies in your eyes ~ 

Orwell’s future, ‘a foot stamping on your face nonstop’. 

Bring out inherent, good qualities of people. Keep it light. 

We’re not naturally suspicious, paranoid, schizoid, it’s due  

to Propaganda, kick it out immediately, it’s no good! 
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Clearly Mental ~ Remembrance Day, Bless ‘em 

No troubles, no Agent Provocateur, no enemies. 

“What’s the word in the street?” 

“They’re sacrificing young and old alike” 

Tridents on the horizon and coming this way! 

Made a decision, ‘this is not where I want to die!’ 

High morale and appalling screams from Babylon. 

Doing the job, you support your mates, you stay… 

Their Colonel Bogey head gears and Burma Stars. 

They’re saluting wars today I never even heard of ~ 

Marching in Pomp and Ceremony past the Cenotaph. 

Pause and remember the conscripted, and the fallen ~ 

It is a bloody long way to Tipperary when you’re dead, 

when you’ve been blown to bits and left with stumps ~ 

when you’ve been gassed, crawling on hands and knees. 

When both your legs have been blown off by landmines! 

When you’ve been blinded by war, never to see any more! 

“Eyes left,” still got their medals, berets and proud uniform. 

A tapestry, history of our Nation. ‘Soldiers get the job done’. 

Spirit of survival on a Ship of Madness, sailing onto the rocks. 

A relief to be alive, then thankfully putting down their guns… 

A climate of snipers for the protection of your roof; owned by? 

Defiant tributes by some to Capitalist values and neo Global- 

Colonisation that they support to win, to be allowed to live! 

Very expensive the cost of war, it’s only to be deplored. 

And wreaths of red emotions laid by the war widows ~ 

Showers of five million poppy petals, falling on their heads. 

The Media of the sycophantic babble, washing your brain.... 

Saying mass before the Battle began, “deliver us from Evil!” 

To fight and labour, long to be ruled over, as whose subjects? 

God save our Queen, nout more bizarrely abstract than that! 

Not asking any reward, heeding their wounds or syndromes.
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‘The Glorious Dead’, Our own Martyrs! Life shed. 

In their Supreme Service, to Country and Crown. 

On behalf of a Labour, Democratic Killing Machine! 

‘Through Jesus Christ Our Lord’, Real Propaganda ~ 

He said, ‘love thy neighbour, turn the other cheek brother’. 

Consistent with Government Plans, Violence and bullying. 

Our Ruling culture, endemic in the young ones in schools. 

Standing at ease with their SA 80 Rifles; Flame and Glory! 

The same old story but also representing London buses t’day. 

Another Civilian Authority; Atrocity in the heart of our City. 

“Lest we forget.” Veterans of Hell’s dales and glades ~ 

Fanfare of National grief, given Bearers of the Wreath. 

Remembering those who to the Death, fought for Peace 

with those Phosphorous, Cluster bombs, only melting us! 

Plunging in, destroying the Life stream of Mother Earth. 

Setting another truce and another deadline, a cross, to bear. 

Casualties especially in the Guards were Horrendous!!!! 

Trying to dodge a smart enemies shell, did his duty well. 

In Valleys and fields of Carnage, The Horrors of Hell! 

“Where have all the flowers gone, long time passing ~ 

when will we ever learn, when will we ever learn?” 

Will we and others be parading past this memorial forever? 

This experience, it’s imperative to remember the fallen dead. 

‘Granddad what’s most important in life? Doing your duty’. 

Breathing into the cold air; “Please forgive us our trespasses, 

as we forgive those who trespass against us, thank you.” 

They keep coming, Veterans in Wheelchairs with radios! 

The FANY’s are still operating ~ healing wretched sins. 

Needing an appointment to arrange a Consultation! 

I loved my Granddad, a decent, good, proud Soldier. 

Have to be Sensitive to infinite invisible forces of Life ~ 

Have to feel it, be the awareness of it ~ to make it Real. 

From little acorns
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<Coercion Tag>: FAQ You Off 

‘Put up or shut up’. What’s that Torque? Walk the Talk! 

Permits, ‘legally’ making something into a right or wrong,  

then making you pay for it, or make you fill out a 42 page  

Form for a Mean, Tested Credit, so your life’s on their leash. 

Can’t take a leak without having to tell them at Command. 

Modern slavery of your Spirit, flying into a Security Inspection. 

Tell a lie, make a mistake and you could be Criminally Prosecuted! 

Your life and family under their Control! They have this position how? 

Jobsworth, unlike the Joy of something being so easy and versatile to use. 

Supporting more freedom and creativity with gratitude and respect 

* 

Success 

How well can you 

Live with Loss ~ 

Can You Live 

with the end concept 

of the Deepest Loss ~ 

of Tragic Separation. 

Ultimate detachment 

* 

Void 

‘Give an answer ~ 

Baby give an answer’ 

* 

Playing with a good spirit 

Magical trip 

Alchemical journey 

“What have they got here?” “Nothingness!” 

‘So at home in Goa, India’ 

They don’t seem bothered ~
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‘All the beauty of the Land Destroyed because of War’. 

We revert to animals, it doesn’t have to be like that! 

Binding, we’re all here in this World together ~ 

Disaster Funds, Reality is better than Fantasy! 

India better for me than (Styrofoamic) Florida. 

Shiva’s Rider > has within it, all the elements. 

So easy and simple to live the most natural life. 

Vibrations of the land, Sun flowers, tuning fork, 

getting the Mystical not AstroTurf for surfing ~ 

“Thanking Shiva for India!” Amazing Krishna. 

Who invented glass from grains of sand? 

She’s crackers spinning her head ~ 

Kali eating her unfaithful dead! 

Found the Key to You and Me. 

Simple but Bang On, seminal. 

Materialism ~ fight for the light 

* 

Put up or Shut down 

A deranged, acrimonious Pol Pot ~ 

really went outside the human envelope. 

We agree Not to disagree on that one! 

He was higher up the food chain of Insane  

Violence! “I’ve got you under my skin ~ 

I’ve got you deep in the heart of me” 

Barking questions and a Diva out of Whack! 

‘Something Scared the Hell Out of her’, Yeah! 

Holy Land doesn’t mean Holy Wood’s version, 

by any stretch of AI. Imagination or conversion! 

Keep working on the higher vibrations ~ Be cool, 

save ourselves, to laugh at this ~ 

Came to a boundless, pathless path of Cosmic energy. 

Meditation has no words, shapes, forms, identification
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Don’t take your eye off the ball of Consciousness 

What do you want to be when you grow up? 

I want to be Psychic Channeler. ‘Spot the Ball’ 

Metamorphosising the Propaganda, lies, spies, cries, 

size, drives, prophesize, realise, dies, flies into space. 

I’m a Spectre not a Government Inspector! 

This is massive, Global Social Engineering. 

Separation’s just one big Illusion of delusion. 

Really it’s a boundless Cosmic fusion reactor! 

* 

Tele Prompting - Misleading, Misreading 

“If You say ~” Mr President 

“If You Say ~” Mr Prime Minister 

Naturalised here means, you lose your naturalness ~ 

Poor, native, uncivilized; not the white man’s education, 

the tribe still had a connection to the Aasha Manitou vibe! 

Tuning into which energy Bhagwan? 

‘Democracy’ is just a word Bhwana… 

what’s more important is how Love conscious you are. 

Still we go fishing in the life stream for Rays and crocodile. 

Amazing you have no idea what this native energy is about 

Master, because you can’t see it and you stopped feeling it! 

Your matrix civilisation razed it from your heart and Mind. 

How do you live separated from roots to the Cosmic pool? 

Its expression is there before birth, how does it live in you? 

We are in touch with Nature; you sold it to the developers. 

Living in an environment of false, psycho-babble, powers. 

Manipulating to suit its view ~ Prairies as business parks. 

What is the Truth brother of a storm of lightning bolts!!! 

* 

Even though talking through the eyes 

Keep sane, don’t go off the rails ~  

just be loving kindness, c’est tout
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What do you want? 

Finally putting it together, it’s just PRANA. 

Ancient Redwoods gone to IKEA Heaven… 

Hallucinations of the Apocalypse, right here now. 

I’d be out like a shot, heading straight for the Hospital! 

This ss Psychedelic trance healing not Psychic healing! 

In the dance, energy came out, the wind is up; Eagles  

of Ayuhuasca, signing up for more immanent feeling. 

Which is the God of Brake liners and Radial Tires, 

which is the Goddess of Semi-Automatic Steering? 

Bring in any new age Hindu with a real view.. 

of Global warming, helping rescue something! 

Do we, or do we not need, used snow mobiles? 

Real thing, Scorpions loving a bottle of coke! 

Unnatural, no doubt 

* 

Sonar 

Transmitting polluted energy along the waves and fields, 

fucking up the air, they can’t see, so don’t know it’s there! 

Just keep adding to Magic, bio-chemically all different ~ 

Raw food and fruit is the best, believes in right or wrong. 

That lot gone past the station, another Human sacrifice! 

Given up, calm with the animals and other energies ~ 

Be kind, don’t frrreak out the Bee ~ Nephrologist’s 

Inscriptions on the Altar at the Straits of Gibraltar. 

His tumor a benign neoplasm, a nemesis of tragic pride. 

She swallowed spheroid crystals when he kissed her mouth. 

Never meant to meet Nekton, swimming in formless bliss ~  

except for the whirling dervishes impersonating trumpet fish. 

Monkeys howling on ruby encrusted, hovering Howdahs… 

Hullabaloos, inhumane intervention with meddling hubris. 

Hums and haws, hubbubs, confusion of a high tension line
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Free to be who I am ~ Human justice 

System’s supporting rampant prejudice against Fathers! 

Mothers got all her biased, undeniable rights and more. 

She didn’t even bother to turn up at the court, she knew. 

Destroying Social fabrics, bringing Pains and animosity. 

Is there any more confusion when 78% of parents without 

Custody, usually the Father, lose physical contact with their 

children within the first two years of a Divorce; why Judge? 

This legalese Propaganda is hailed as ‘Child Protection’ 

Such a breakdown in human communication is a Tragic 

disaster, which your Adversarial system fully Proliferates! 

Advocates must have had a grudge of sour resentment dad. 

A solution of dissolution. Angels should have known better! 

Ignorance is bliss for some and for the others a cruel torture! 

Living outside a matrix Box ~ free of these terrible Injustices. 

Can’t stand being ripped apart by sharks with my baby! 

This System of Control is closing down options, lady. 

Makes it more difficult, for a free spirit, living Freely ~ 

do you have any idea what I’m describing your dishonor? 

* 

People are made to make such excruciating decisions! 

In Life they’ve been given some terrible choices by you. 

They will have to Live or Die by your Mercilessness… 

That’s not poetry, so difficult, heart breaking, inhumane. 

“Go on I’m done for.” “No you’re bloody not!” 

Why does anyone need to interfere in my Life? 

Why do you really need to know anything about me? 

What right do you have, I am a free man not a criminal 

Why do you need to know where I live, or what I do and 

give me an electronic tag to carry for the rest of my life? 

Paying your imposed taxes, what about Civil Liberties?
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A defect, lost in a maze of Information’ 

They make it difficult to understand, even how much salt 

there is in your tin of Baked Beans or sugar in the soup! 

Have to follow guidelines but they want to make it serve 

their own ends, keep selling, making more money ~ Profits! 

Made unclear then it’s untrue, doesn’t do what’s intended.  

It’s still open to mistreatment and worse, Rt Hon. Minister! 

Why did it take more than 50 years to Warn the Public, 

on the packet, of all the deadly dangers of smoking fags? 

And what about the Dangers of Phosphorous bombing? 

More Battling for the Hearts and Minds of consumers! 

And Victims of War; give it to us in Layman’s Terms! 

Simple, easily understandable, not, I don’t understand. 

Of course it’s not very British to appear to be so stupid. 

No one likes to look a fool, a loss of face, losing a lung! 

In some cultures they will stab you 46 times in the heart  

if you are seen to dishonour their family. ‘Honour killings  

of younger women were in 81% of cases killed by their family  

of origin and 53% of younger victims tortured before they died’.  

Please don’t get your gorgeous Moslem fiancée pregnant without  

her dad’s blessing! Other cultures prefer committing Hari Kiri ~ 

Annihilation of your daughter is not annihilation of your own  

mad ego, karma, deemed by your child’s horrendous sacrifice! 

From which Church did you Inherit these Mortal Sins? 

Who’s very severely tormented on the incongruous rack? 

Very cruel people, injustice at the hands of a Theocrazy! 

It’s still unbroken from before the Reformation! Crikey! 

Certainly makes you cringe so don’t you start to whinge. 

She’s a Possessive wife, “fuck a duck,” no juxtaposition! 

He refused to be drawn ~ on the significance  

of such imagery and commenting wryly said, “goodbye.” 

Long winded, History explores life’s ‘Personal Memory’. 

The brutal electric chair is not like a Zen electric blanket. 

It’s ‘the reduction of life to nothingness’. Sociopathic belief
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Résumé of Polystyrene Antheridium 

Interceptors implicitly look at Memory in a Mirror ~ 

asking what does it all mean, to the dispirited scientist? 

Don’t run away, don’t escape, no mistake, face ‘Reality’ 

Condensed, expanded, reprimanded, excoriated, egregious. 

They’re discussing sinister plots not Sun beams on her lips. 

It’s worth noting, it’s worth Nothing so You say, and You? 

Attributes of aspirations, codes of Law, imposed judiciaries. 

Making any such criticism long after the event, doesn’t help. 

What’s Your Name, Where do You Come From? Fill Form. 

What is your Rank, what is your chip-number and barcode? 

What are the names, Places and Dates of Birth of Your 

Mother and Father, Grand Mother and Grand Father? 

What is your eye colour and Facial Recognition tracking? 

Where did you live the last 20 years or since leaving school?  

List which jobs, did you or your younger brothers and sisters 

have since you were five? Did you pay the full amount of Taxes, 

have any unpaid debts or any other crimes we must know about? 

Anything you tell us will be kept, Strictly Confidential only used  

by five million other authorities, cross checking for possible deceit, 

frauds; cookies for marketing polls! Where have you been Abroad? 

Did you ever have any foreign boyfriends or girlfriends, gay or not? 

Did they speak a different language or have strange desires & ways? 

Which ‘sub-sub-race’ and Religious faith were they belonging to? 

Did you perform any cunnilingus in a field of apricots? 

Do you have any history of Egomania in your extended family? 

Are any of your representatives sado-masochists on weekends, 

do they like organic food, yoga, reiki, tantra and shop alone? 

Have you noticed anybody with Cyanosis on a bus or train? 

Is there anyone walking Cybernetic dogs in your street? 

The plague remembers, is reproduced and abridged ~
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Epitome of a High Moral State! 

He couldn’t even conceive of misappropriating ~ 

from the fleeing Colonial Masters of Interference. 

Kindred not dead Spirits, overflying the razor fence! 

Don’t bring on the squads of black shirt goons, or 

‘The Shock Workers Brigade of the World Proletariat’ 

Participating quizzically in the Propaganda games, 

there’s nothing there he believes, that shames our names! 

‘Who wants to be a Millionaire’ Culture! ‘It Could Be You’ 

but 14,000,000 to 1 says that it won’t be! 

Your gain, winning ~ Thank You for letting me play Poker 24/7 

and drink myself to death or be murdered by a mindless yob, mob. 

It Could Be You or Someone You Love, destroyed ~ 

You know the story, difficult to recover from the Pain. 

* 

Diamonds are Forever Too 

And You’ve got such a lovely chain around your neck! 

Malicious and salacious, how could you do that to me? 

While he’s being exposed, lays bare the facts, the truth smacks 

of Police, Political lobbying, in ‘Shoot to Kill’ Policy 

but they say it’s merely drawing Attention to 

Information already in the Public Domain! 

Plausible but Propaganda is slowly, horrifyingly revealed, 

this cast of obscene characters in ‘Operation Kratos’. 

This charismatic spin presented not to entertain you ~  

to regale you with entirely poisoned tips but Regime you. 

You want to go home but there’s another bloody War on! 

Don’t want it soured by resentment, they would sense it,  

by sheer presence. A real sanctuary for common liars 

* 

Asylum 

to be committed ~
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Cooing Privy Confabulations 

Pilgrim’s Progress and Regress. 

The happiest day of her Life ~ 

Sun shone brightly on black cypress trees, 

raising up with essential, natural energies. 

Sorry, she had deceived him; too painful to remember. 

She adored and worshipped the wildflower meadows. 

Misconstrued the ‘Word’ in Genesis, just ‘Emptiness’. 

Source of formless, nameless, boundless, timelessness ~ 

No grounds for suspicion, glow, grow and flow as snow. 

It is as it is, nothing else, more or less but ego projection. 

Touch the source, the root, a Projector of sparking light  

that we become attached to and create our stories of life ~ 

We marry in hope, she trusted him like Cosmic rhythm. ~ 

How is a Papist related to Earth more than a Paphian? 

They’re not, it’s ridiculous church, archaic, holy schisms. 

A papoose is cherished as equally as a panoply of pappus. 

Let’s embrace life ~ synergistically, spontaneously. 

All being true to Life ~ 

* 

Insider’s Dripping, Wagging Tongues 

The Mindless Chase for market Share, All the audience! 

A Staff memo from the Editor in Chief, here is the Menu. 

No more normal checks and balances on these scorecards. 

Failed to integrate we’re now paralyzed in the knowledge. 

Already decided on the conclusion, We live inside a cage,  

ablaze, it hasn’t all been a waste of time, on the rampage. 

Her asinine withering, ‘Beeb, Beeb’, ending in road rage! 

A breaking story exclusive from the fields of broken hearts! 

Challenged on the substance, outstandingly uninformed. 

Without all the bells and whistles, a smarter Start. 

Sketchy ~“My way or the highway dude!” 

Through fire and water at your door ~ 

The Underground is Jamming
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Why assail the asparagus with an A.S.M.? 

Wrong Surcharge: ‘A phony tone is repellent’ 

‘Heaven from Devon’ met a crippled beauty Queen. 

Hopefully we do become more balanced in life ~ 

“I can already feel it, the peaches and cream” 

Not civil wars of superstition and suspicion; 

don’t subscribe to that! 

What a struggle to break through into ~ 

the Cosmic consciousness of a twinkling star. 

Tried everything; took the last 35 light years so far! 

* 

Jet vapour trails, need good nerves for those amazing curves. 

Worlds of shapes and forms most people don’t have any idea 

what you’re talking about, just into furniture, a job paying 

the bills and plastic cards for a sunny holiday at the seaside. 

OK, become the fully Inclusive, don’t get separated ~ 

Not insuperable, all encompassing, don’t contaminate, 

or superannuate this surly, supercilious, superficial state! 

* 

“They’re already cloning Humans in Korea my Dear!” 

Permeates religious revival, Islamic mutations, conventions. 

Uncouth Cabals of the extra-vibrational Genetic Pools ~ 

Sexual recombination, calibration and Comet malfunctions. 

Natural selections from the descendants of green apes. 

No longer the stator or stellular of the Universal event. 

Opium of the cellular although it’s not the whole story. 

In an Illusion Free Zone 

* 

RIGHT of WAY 

Speed Cameras that don’t really exist and dance ~  

Zero Tolerance, MIND THE GAP. Watch your bag! 

‘PRIVATE ESTATE CLAMPING IN OPERATION’ 

CAUTION MIND THE STEP. Pyramidal signs of what?
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Instead of Crimes 

The Government is to make its ‘own judgement’ 

Personally, myself I wouldn’t have done that but! 

Press Complaints Commissions, thrown it in the bin. 

Selfish ombudsmen and sin; where did he come from? 

Information gathering ain’t the same as reaping in the 

wheat, rice, grape, poppy, cherry, lentil, corn harvests ~ 

“Played down talk of rich Middle East family’s interest!” 

Once you lose your focus of good TV. what’s the point? 

To prorogue, his views still remain hard to pin down, 

dressed as a Circus Clown, being funny, being Kind. 

Is there any whiff of scandal or partiality expected,  

Commissioner? Body pains only sensations, evaporate. 

Empty mind, no panic, rewind, remind me which Space! 

Many wealthy and privileged through unfair advantages. 

They’re blissfully unaware, don’t care, mad duel of bullets! 

Summed up the situation, the intrigues, plots and schemes… 

Sucks his brain dryer than a raisin at the Cloaks and daggers. 

Soon they’ll have discovered their predicament and only means 

* 

Trace Elements 

Atheism’s Pyretic ‘Putti’ of May. 

The blue beam reaching down ~ 

Morphology from Cosmic space 

spiriting me up in splendid grace. 

Ultra-violet rays, biochemical, electromagnetic,  

vibrations suffuse the Universal face of infinity.  

Powerful Omnipresent brightness called day, 

dancing from the overflowing Temple chakra, 

heights of those dazzling, luminescent Sprites. 

Illumination reaches beyond galactic star lights. 

All color spectrums, fulfill your dreams and nights
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A Morose Democratic Moron 

No he’s not Moonstruck but Unstuck ~ 

Clinging to the crown and scepter gave him a dose. 

Connections today with Lieutenant Colonel Shrapnel! 

What do you think about that in your disabled chairs, 

zimmer frames, blind sticks, prosthetic limbs and skins, 

eyes, noses, ears, scalps, screaming, traumatised minds? 

“Would you invite your persecuting prosecutor to have a word 

with the Colonel and please ask him not to bother blowing it?” 

Don’t like skirmishes, or being pushed into the front ranks  

to replace the wounded; dead before they fall! 

More and more unwitting participants in a little theatre! 

Unfairness exists, always did and will. “Cock and Fire!” 

‘I’d never live that down’ ~ but it’s all empty empathy! 

* 

Explorer of Existence in Roots of Empty Nothingness 

Switch it on, Switch it off; Scared to Death of dying! 

Doesn’t matter in the Essence ~ go on blow him up! 

Can you see the silent, purposeless, senseless, Universe? 

Is that a Spiral Ocean going Immanent, Immersible ~ 

Sujata showed him how to be, under his Bodhi tree. 

Gave up and got a glimpse of his house’s design and 

who designed it with him in mind through the eons! 

Stick to your guns; really need to Live that Yogi life. 

A Non-materialist VIP; to get a clue of who are You! 

As it is, it just is; insight came along, taught me to float. 

In a vacant sea, head over heels, keeping my emotions ~ 

Mind clarity ~ moved on to Cosmic, beyond even now! 

Nothing is too late, concepts of Time, past future present, 

all false distinctions of my mind, this or that, intellectual 

contradictions, this essay on states of thought, is naught! 

To be self-realised, of the Cosmic Consciousness is real ~ 

having a clear mind, not full of Identifications of things!
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Rambling Remit 

Terms of Surrender - Terms of Settlement. 

Pay the rent; interrupting an achievement ~ 

Effecting a reaction, that’s the Truth, a Ruse. 

The Mob couldn’t express its crudest opinions… 

“I shall be honoured to return what I stole from you, 

if that is your wish?” “I’ll think about it!” 

She’s Irish, a dish not a fish to relish or ravish. 

For as long as it takes; don’t encourage them ~ 

Frogs don’t know the meaning of the word, sensible. 

A reproach, a reproof of their ability to Command. 

Their word of honour, deserting your parole! 

As a human being, Officer and a Gentleman! 

Shapes melding in the dark, taking longer 

than anticipated to climb to the summit 

Reluctance to die for the Emperor, again ~ 

Might survive and prosper, to fight on another 

summer’s day, after harvesting the hay in May. 

Knowing that an example was all they needed. 

Passwords! Under a Flag of Truce; signals… 

An unrivalled talent for misunderstanding. 

A bloody traitor, vehemence in his tone. 

Their guess, misguided people, artifice! 

Of course I’ll try to find out! No Shame. 

It won’t be construed as a hostile gesture, 

but doesn’t encourage a negotiated Peace. 

I confess, I did not consider the circumstances, 

it seemed, they deemed. Unbelievably not my fault! 

Not having the foggiest idea which way to steer ~ 

* 

The Estonian spacecraft crashed! 

He’s towing the Line…. 

No time like the present ~
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Absolutely Painless 

Crazy Logic, a show of overwhelming Power. 

Repressive organisations of brutal suppression. 

80 years of growth reduced in minutes to planks; Sell! 

That’s what people do! Human Rights and Law Suits. 

This here is adulterated; say what You really feel! 

All Illegal, No Documents, No evidence, Amazing 

people are still living in this way! Assassinating… 

Burning all their huts; let the Indians live in Peace! 

A million acres of table mountains and secret valleys. 

Sheltering in caves desperately hiding from outsiders. 

Indian women stand in front with bows and arrows, 

shooting at the helicopter! 

Getting these Invaders too, to leave the Amazon! 

Heartfelt spirit dreams not terrible, cruel screams. 

A very big surprise, dumped me in the painted desert, 

staked me under empty, crimson red, burning skies. 

Merciless monsters, in Love with her disguise. 

Addicted to her happy, smiling, inviting highs. 

Entranced between her warm, seductive thighs. 

I’ve never had this great pleasure before ~ 

On some deep, karmic level, my fault too. 

He’ll survive, merciful Angel of miracles. 

There’s always a silver lining ~ surprise! 

Fun raging, get Real ~ BPM. counts… 

Action packed on a shadowy side of Mars. 

We’re on a film, ‘India be safe’, keeps dropping, 

full aggression, Alcohol made him so Irrational! 

Flipped into Darth Vader! Bottom line is to respect. 

She’s full tripping, but there’s the off switch, friend! 

Shiva Acid, Trance-muting, keep it cool fun, brother. 

Crystal light, please plug in the fibrillator, got a rhythm!
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Scribbles & Doodles 

Pure Capitalism is a famine ~ of riches! Who said it? 

Tiny invisible mosquitoes can really drive you insane! 

She wore radical French kohl-full eyes. 

You can’t put a price on radiant Creativity. 

So, why do they want to make it so expensive? 

This Capitalist thirst for greed is never quenched. 

Always wanting to exploit the magical spectacle ~ 

Emotional, nervous breakdowns, hearts torn apart, 

like a virus needs to drain the vein of spectrals ~ 

Global reward, put up more fences, drain the wells. 

They’re killing all the beautiful seahorses and shells! 

Anything that lives they feel compelled, want to sell 

Open up the night to the healing Moon light, 

make fires of desire grow, sublime to vibrate ~ 

1000 petals of the Lotus with crystals radiate 

* 

Isle of Utopia 

Who’ll take me by the hand, 

hovering in front of my eyes ~ 

to appear as spirit, like an enlightened  

guru, take me off my death bed, 

take me off the operating table, 

take me out of this delusional asylum… 

Lead me through the valley of that shadow, 

to fear no evil, to embrace love, compassion, 

joy, equanimity for ever and ever. 

Intuitively * Infinitely * Infinity 

* 

The First Natural’s beats to a minute 

Your body’s trashed to behave like that! 

It’s hard to go with change, to clearly flow ~ 

Full funny with a Viking Princess on Ice Skates!
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Noumenon * Supernovas 

“I was Totally Convinced” 

The natural Solana is Prana Manna, 

from Heaven to the fields of Your Heart. 

Breathe Love, breathe the Love ~ in & out. 

Energy to light a city, energy to fill a Moon, 

energy to Create a Planet, go see for yourself” 

‘Work out your own life with diligence’ 

Anything you want; I know from my own experience.  

First you go along with it, because “I Love You” 

Greedy selfishness is a typical, narcissistic trick… 

Not really serious about making any compromise. 

If one partner insists, doesn’t want to, then they  

deny the relationship; and the other’s chance too.  

So Controlling You! 

A way of having their last word; my darling. 

Really, no idea on how to share, nothing new. 

Incomprehensible to her ego, doesn’t have a clue! 

It’s instinctive, how the Power holds control of choices. 

Merciless to survive and thrive; then their ‘I’ multiplies! 

In effect you’re a hostage in this partnership, whether  

you like it or even know it! Ultimately you can try but, 

to achieve what? They agree to let you do it darling. 

And you thought they were being coy and true. 

Fraternising with magic, liquid eyes, surprise! 

Your scheming partner has turned you into 

what appears to be only, ‘Apparent Reality’  

A simpering cuckold not a magical Cockatoo ~ 

Living in Goa on a promise, is as good as it gets… 

World’s energy vibrating with us, living the dream. 

The nerve to do it! They all jump, facing the City! 

“Mother Nature gives me my life, my balance” 

Pure Joy, taking it for Illumination. 
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Masterpiece of Understatement 

Informed commentary on Policy is piecemeal. 

Citizens have to become Articulate 

on Anti-social behaviour, not Crime Watching. 

Trendy, coinciding with degradation. Who needs  

Idleness, Ignorance, squalor, disease and want? 

Obviously disturbing, these Personal insecurities! 

Don’t Underestimate Peoples’ Courage and cares. 

What’s the 1st point of contact with the cold ‘Realism’  

of State Machinery? The Prevention of Crimes ~ 

Direct collaboration is not passive. 

A watershed of social cohesion… 

Preservation of tranquillity ~ 

who doesn’t want that State of Affairs? 

Is there anything Spiritual in this or just Items? 

* 

CIA’s Black Sites Alleged 

Unmarked planes carrying people 

to Romania, Poland, Slovakia etc. 

To be part of an ongoing Torture Program. 

All very Accredited even by the Vice President. 

Rock solid, No Moral Authority but make it legal. 

Bearing in mind, “God is on our side!” 

So, this is Divinely Sanctioned by US. 

It beggars belief, good grief, any relief? 

They say it’s OK to take torture to other countries, 

to perform on their behalf, these vile, monstrous acts. 

Certainly the worst double standards, Criminality!  

Our democracy ~ freedom IS totally corrupted by 

such travesties of ‘Justice’ but they can still morally 

hold their hands up in front of their children with their 

faith in ‘God’ and say, ‘They absolutely didn’t do it!’ 

Just like others said, of Camps found in Europe, 1945
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Threats in Net Gloves 

‘If not correctly filled out, Appropriate Action 

may be taken against You, to detect any errors’. 

Three divorces: one complete emotional breakdown, 

one nervous breakdown and one mental breakdown! 

Conquest of the self not of others, nourishing resentment. 

Defeats, planning to have revenge, hatred will never cease!  

Being kept alive through generations, effecting our children. 

Dhamma is No Victors and No Defeated ~ 

Consensus, when everyone agrees, in silence. 

Involves letting go of Self, for the fair, amiable 

Spirit of Compromise and Willingness ~ 

Not to force only one’s viewpoint ~ evolve. 

* 

Hard Gravel not Magic Realism! 

What is this system that Rewards State Torture? 

And I understood it had almost been Eliminated! 

Europe as ‘Superstore State’ should act ‘Consciously’ 

Strategy of Global protectionism & Ultra nationalism! 

Another ‘State of Emergency’ is a Ban on Free Speech. 

Paying heavy fines, enough to put them out of business. 

Now Invoking the hardliners from a Different World! 

Prefers to coax change, respecting other People’s views. 

Here not a meeting of Minds, more of Vital Self Interest. 

Beacons of Extremism, instabilities and psycho hostilities. 

Standards; The Rapport, Instigate a sincere Dialogue ~ 

All of these images have been deformed and disfigured. 

What are the Obstacles, the Mentality for Reforms? 

Torture is required! Confirmed it with Mr. President. 

We demand Natural consensus here, no exceptions, no Oppressing! 

Agreement with the Junta; what Judiciary? Dynamite Preferences, 

don’t set Ultimatums, Deadlines. I can hear the secret whispers  

and America’s heart beating, generating blood curdling threats
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He contemplated his own mortality, redemption ~ 

Feelings of hope and dread as he approached death. 

All that mastery demonstrated ~ a real eye opener! 

* 

Fabulous Design of Nothingness 

Coexistence of existence with non-existence ~ 

Shows you how it should work, growing the Spirit. 

The Perfect body, the body reluctant to leave Earth! 

What can we say about the Human Condition? 

All conditioning, making a body-mind to be top slave. 

Learning how to put that into the context of FREEDOM! 

Bogus signals, let’s not play with words, or torture them. 

The Patriot act, we’re locking people up without a charge. 

Disappeared the pavement philosopher enjoying life ~ 

* 

Illusions but Very Powerful Illusions 

For the Future, I need to know your decision! Really! 

Why do things actually happen, profound observations. 

Born during global War, blamed it on the Ruling Classes, 

breaking the grip of the elite’s money, a fight for the masses!  

Still valid, stabbing you in the back and heart; Hail Caesar! 

Machinations, who’s the best at the Box office, spinning lies! 

Cleopatra stitched up by Colonialism, mad big brother & pigs. 

A big Government mouthpiece and Men exploiting Animals! 

Down at the Farm, the Rich exploiting the Proletariat… 

‘The Grand Ministry of Information’ exploiting everyone! 

‘We Are All Equal but some Are More equal than others’ 

Need an Attack on Totalitarianism, let’s have a Parody. 

No Emotions only Fear, No loyalty except to the Party. 

What’s this Great Sensation of Victory, having Power! 

The Moral, don’t let it happen, it depends on You, too! 

Orwell’s description of London, ‘Authentically Surreal’ 

“Up for It, Mad for It, Bring It On!”
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The day of 1950’s genetics 

Proof from Exposing Crops to Naked Radiation. 

Experimenting with Atomic energy. BOOM! 

The Archetypal Mad Scientist… 

A cautionary tale for All of Us. 

‘Reality as an aspiration, Inspiration not a Limitation’ 

Spirit of Idealism flirting with long carnivorous plants! 

Very successful in catastrophe, amazing stories from Space. 

“Throw on more Uranium, Plutonium into far out galaxies” 

‘The future is just around the corner’ Spinning an Enigma ~ 

Codes, jet engines, nuclear bombs, computers, AI. VR. robots. 

New Powers of Science, Potential holocausts in the Mind! 

What effect of Mutations, Irradiated people, UFO. Fever ~ 

Exploring human nature, global destruction proliferates today 

* 

This Imaginary Landscape 

Time stands still for prepotent Sleeping Beauties ~ 

Penetrated by their golden eyes and telepathic powers! 

Migration from distant stars of dangerous red Sparrows. 

Penultimate, the extraordinary super powers of Antibiotics. 

Mentoring innocent babies, until the truth was revealed. 

Dead end jobs that went on forever, biology gone crazy… 

“I’ll blow them up!” Had to wear a giant prophylactic! 

Implications of secret love when all seemed Perfect. 

Prescient, unexpected returning to Inner space ~ 

His ashes scattered on a hill, over the village. 

* 

Moloch Sent to the Pentagon Vault 

Not that straight forward, stabbings in the back! 

“It’s All bloody Non-sense” 

Lost your senses and memory way back when. 

Now living in an abstract, surreal, ocean of joy ~ 

Put in another Program, turn off the set, thanks. 

Nothing to do with such clear vision ~Timeless 
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No values, no words, no rules, no career, no worries ~ 

no god, no nationalism, no flag, no brain-washing or lies, 

no inquisition, no catastrophes, tragedies, Just the Root. 

Respect for the Ocean of wisdom, the Cosmic fulfillment ~ 

No more chosen rulers, agendas, bureaucrats enforcing shit! 

Boards, bizarre statistics, credentials, their Authority over you! 

‘Keeping the lid on the Investigation’ 

‘The meek shall inherit the Earth’. Oh, Yeah! 

Doesn’t matter, whatever is happening is real not  

an illusion, it is Omnipresent. As it is, dive in, leave  

all Identification of substance behind, throw it off you. 

‘You can Make it if you try’ You are it, Now, Absolutely! 

Don’t Need to do Anything, just accept that you are it all. 

Which Universe Are You In? Without doing just being it ~ 

* 

Mellifluous Consciousness 

‘You are my Heaven here on Earth’ ‘I am born again’ 

Quasi, not Real; a raving Fascist is a very bad illusion 

but, ‘Not Real’ real is Liberation from all this thinking. 

Confirmation of things with values, faces, needs, wants, 

Personalities, characteristics and attractive definitions. 

Inquests, justifications of who you are; explanations… 

forever and forever, let it go, get off the trip, let it rip ~ 

All this keeps you hooked into the ignorance, the MIND 

Techniques like Vipassana help to give some perspective, 

but ultimately we are Not Separated, although our Minds… 

always make us believe we’re disconnected from our true selves, 

our roots, from this Divine essence that exists in boundlessness. 

No need to do anything just to be as it is ~  

“Sawadee Ka” not the ‘Fire and the Sword!’ 

A Real Time Bomb! “No Time like the Present” 

And more Ayatollah’s spouting ‘Fire & Brimstone’ 

from the Pulpit and Madison Ave, Self-styled Gurus 

Promoting public relation’s social engineering campaigns
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Lost Forever the Divine Right of Kings 

Scandalised, reprimanded and holy damned! 

Until she was safely delivered to the Scaffold… 

The defence sent defiant messages to her enemies 

Protesting her Innocence as accused, Adulteress. 

Rituals of Courtly Love used for Incrimination. 

Who found her Unanimously guilty? 

No Mercy, No Grace in this, a sentence of Death. 

Forced to Accept the Judgment of the King’s Law! 

Her Mind began unraveling at the White Tower door. 

Spouse signed the Execution Warrant beheading her life! 

(Still doing this today in the ‘Kingdom’ of Saudi Arabia!) 

She wasn’t executed as a Traditional Traitor by Burning. 

Gave 100 Crowns to use a sword, not the Axe on his wife! 

Don’t want Breakdowns of a Royal Marriage, my liege. 

Followed the Etiquette at ‘State Executions’. Her Plight. 

Aware of the Consequences on her children, she bowed out. 

Calais’ Executioner made £20 to make hers a kind death! 

Now I feel a lot better! With her lips still moving ~ 

the woman’s head is chopped, lopped off … 

and buried in a Queen’s unmarked grave 

* 

Bide Your Time ~ Keep your nose clean, 

don’t let the Bastards Grind you down. 

Don’t Cheat Yourself. Who the fuck are they anyway? 

A way to stay Alive, when there’s a Monster to survive. 

They underestimated the ‘Controlled Explosion’ effects! 

Here’s the contingency plans should the worse happen! 

Sooner than later, a new pandemic, it has to Mutate. 

We just don’t Know when it will happen, but it will ~ 

A question Unanswered but Propaganda Experts say, 

“It’s not IF but When” their good old standby! 

What about giving us a simple, straight answer,  

to a simple, straight question? 
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‘Their Hypocrite World’ - ‘His House’ - Analogy 

Their Mind Frame: One good coercive program after another. 

Keep those foreigners out and give us more TV Game channels. 

We never had it so good but we want it even better, faster, more! 

Bringing it all to life. They feel nothing, but Unfair treatment… 

Complaining against their Exorbitant Costs and Taxes, endemic 

corruption in Our Contribution to Government Ego departments. 

Now the loss of their culture, society is immanent, rejecting change 

* 

Amusing Twitching Emerald Forests 

Intensified human neuroses and stresses 

through multi-coloured Crystal lenses. 

Across abstract pure white horizons 

Her Father was a Shaman 

Her Mother was a Sorceress 

Her lover was a perfect connection 

Amazing, jet green eyes expression ~ 

Her child a beautiful natural creation 

* 

Bounced Reality Cheque 

Another game to Shape, Form; white cockatoos, 

extraordinary miracles in unusual circumstances. 

A Pure Moment, Times are hard for dreamers ~ 

Mysteries are alive as Sensuous fruit in Miro’s garden 

I fell in Love with You under cool, shady, Plum trees. 

Your desires and sexual pleas captured me with fires 

on supernatural beaches enjoying sweetly, laughter ~ 

fully caressing tenderness 

* 

Event 

Drinking at the same Hospitality tent. 

Mad for it ~ again! 

The Healing is Magic
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The Magic Is Healing 

You can work it out Intellectually 

for revelations of zero point liberty, 

into Mother Earth’s Cosmic womb. 

Channeling Angels’ voices ~ 

Exploding stars * nature’s sonnets. 

A genius with the face of Krishna 

combining telepathy, true, orgasmic lovers. 

The clairvoyance of her searching kisses ~ 

Not a word sweetheart… 

“This is not a dream” 

* 

An Amnesiac Lion in a Kashmir Fairy ring 

Pouring out fabulous states of Mind 

entering into you ~ blissful heart 

soft luxuriant romantic paradise 

entering into your abundant heaven 

entering into your wondrous dreams 

forever wise, forever in your screams 

of ecstasy, delight, without intentional meaning. 

I love your Kiss, I love your touching, just being, 

these feelings of sparkling, Cosmic Intimacies ~ 

to miss so much would be extreme sentimentality. 

Our orgasmic poesie, uplifting this supra-surreality. 

Party lights dancing over your glistening vulva ~ 

you press your body delicately, silently into me 

through the time of this existence, we are free 

* 

Simple 

My favourite word in India… 

Being happy with it ~ harmony. 

Meditation is everywhere ~ 

Divine Light
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Divers Ending 

More than one Real World. 

Death is merely changing ~ 

not even because we are Omnificent. 

Oceans of the Cosmic infinite scent. 

There are no omissions 

no sins of commission… 

It’s All Inclusive, resplendent, 

no end, no beginning, just being. 

No point but your Divineness ~ 

Not even a diamond Omphalos. 

Snowflakes fall and disappear 

Here’s a vision of eternity ~ 

Love is forever and together 

* 

Not such a long time ago 

New set of Commanders in Chief. 

He’s a New Labour Stuntman! 

Between one thing and another you’re Right! 

These Attacks are not because of Iraq but the insane 

Foreign Policies/Initiatives, they like to call them… 

Pride is supporting forever One Fascista after another 

Around the World, particularly desperate Middle East! 

Hi, does this ring any bells or are You Brainwashed too? 

The Virus 9/11 & 7/7 has come home to roost, obviously. 

But Supreme Command is claiming it as complete Surprise. 

Don’t want any Contact, Responsibility with this one! 

Bringing it to Your front door, into your Living room! 

Allowing these distortions of History and Reality ~ 

to go on uncriticised, better wake up, get wised up! 

Rhymes with unrevised, uncivilised, unrealised war cries! 

Supporting mad, bad Saddam Hussein and all the others. 

Exploiting Oil Oligarchs in the Gulf. 

Don’t Cry, “Wolf”
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Galileo’s Dialogo Banned 

Praying for some Universal guidance ~ 

within Catholic Sin and Vatican heresy, 

of skeptics, priests, Inquisitors and Popes. 

Discussions with the Greatest of Astronomy 

but no intention to hear ~ the astral Truth. 

Tortured, burnt him as the Supernova 

only he has seen, within his mind’s eye ~ 

What we need is his Confession, to retract, 

on the rack, and we’re not about to be kind. 

Re-examination of the Edicts… 

Against your Inspiration Copernicus. 

New light shining on the Infinite Cosmos ~ 

Truth of the Moon * Venus * Outer Galaxies. 

Truth of our Planets’ motion around the Sun. 

Not Your God’s Omnipotent ‘Miraclum’ 

No pretense to evidence, only credence… 

“Does he believe, or has he ever believed, 

the Earth is at the centre of this Universe?” 

Seen by them as a direct threat to their Faith. 

Condemnation in the Name of Church Politics. 

Aggiornamento ~ put an end to the Renaissance! 

* 

Vested Massive Miss Interests 

Who is held to Account for Extraordinary Rendition? 

Who is there to ask a Critical question without hiding? 

Feel their Fear of losing their jobs & pensions, Pathetic! 

The WMD. fiasco is a Perfect example; any Reasoning? 

Any legal precedence, obtaining under torture, evidence? 

Mind boggling, what’s become of us now, boffins, gadgets! 

A very disturbed Mind with glaring Omissions 

He’s not the brightest… 

“This is War, Nothing Personal”
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Outrageous Profile of Entrapment 

Engaged and Compromised, Controversial. 

We got special Intelligence. He was in Shock! 

Allegations, framing us in a mutual cease fire. 

“It could do more harm than good” Oh, Yeah! 

‘The guys in Nablus made the killing, bomb belts! 

“We got the martyr ready, then made a videotape, 

dressed him as a bomber; very strict about Rules! 

“I felt God’s hand had guided us, 

I wanted many people to be killed” 

The World recognises this Policy was Murder. 

Tanks, Tanks, bulldozers and more Tanks… 

The Battle was surreal, Snipers with Mobiles! 

Hit and Run; obligation to subdue any resistance! 

The Heartland of Terrorism Against XXTerrorism! 

Not mincing words, in no uncertain terms, it’s stubborn,  

to gloss over failure. By way of deception thou shalt do war. 

Machismo as a confidante. You’re totally Jamming us! 

Are None of these Leaders Compromised by Terror? 

It’s the Truth about us All. Cliché, cliché after cliché. 

Would anyone be able to recognize, The Goodness? 

More bluffing, more yammering, ‘you lose your mind 

and you find your senses’. We’ve destroyed all Sense of  

language, communication. “Louder, I can’t hear You!” 

Respect, we never listened. I remember. 

“Even though I understand everything, if 

I have no charity or clarity, I have nothing” 

Is It Really You? 

You’re not delirious, you’re not the odd man out! 

Show me the way, not to go out of my Mind? 

Let go of the thinking, we’ll be here forever ~ 

Rearranging all of this again, flowing in Space 

They’ve erased the mind, they’ve erased You. 

The Memory; be as a happy lily of the field ~
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Principle Wacko 

What are these effects on Society, on Countries, People, 

on relationships, on Life, Death, on hating and Loving, 

on mercy and revenge, on desire, craving, forgiveness ~ 

Making them into Demons, Herr. Goebbels & his gang. 

They Knew all the tricks and now they’ve been refined. 

Advertising, Marketing, Psychology, very well Justified! 

Some had it naturally, look at those little terrible blighters 

turned into ‘Propaganda Experts’ and Top Gun fighters. 

The movers and the shakers, spurious, shams, fraudulent. 

Who made him the Arbiter? Legitimised with his Money. 

Now in Control, Sets the Rules, what are People willing to 

accept? Crack of a whip! What is Provenance really about? 

The Spirit? 

How much Propaganda is in the Art Market? Reactions! 

Money talks in All Languages, People do understand it! 

Do they understand their Cosmic inner selves as well? 

I love you with all my heart but I want my own sense of  

Expansionism ~ Yin and Yanging with the big Big Bang! 

More Repetition, Repetition, Reception ~ Expand Inside! 

The Magic Box not still the Colonial Mind-set in the 21st C. 

Gossip’s digital signal, DNA of Air, Drumming it Home! 

The Message of course, “Read My Heart” IS IT REAL? 

Is everybody happy or have we lost all natural credibility? 

So what’s left, the Minimum Targets, ‘Shocked & Awed!’ 

by our own side! Roll out the Patriotism Act to subjugate… 

Spirit of humanity, fighting an unjust, inhuman act of war. 

Sad, our own leaders have taken us to the lowest of the low, 

how can we believe in ourselves after supporting them in this? 

They reneged on their pledges, sent us to Carpet Bomb a village! 

Not Creating Crop circles ~ but destroying with Incendiaries! 

The fact is that we should have done more to ~ demand Truth.
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High Profile Mantra Ray 

People - who are not hitting the headlines. 

Peaceful even though Not seeing eye to eye ~ 

Others will definitely take an eye for an eye 

and some an eye for two eyes or the whole head or 

blasted body, Surgically Removed! What is That?  

More than being bitten by a jellyfish in Italy 

More than being Allergic to a bee sting 

‘A drop in Cancer centre’ in the concrete jungle. 

They All know what the others have been through. 

Hell, can you believe it! Don’t compare with anyone. 

“This is not a dream” 

* 

All that Jazz in Chiapas! 

I don’t understand it, is it an hallucination? 

He’s doing it because he wants to do it himself. 

Is there anything wrong with that? 

He’s not a Free Man or is he? What is Freedom? 

Stuff the bluff of more biometric ID cards! Why? 

Sweeten the pill for those with nothing to hide  

and give every migratory bird a Blue-chip-tag ~ 

The risks are Real (I live on a tranquil, tropical beach). 

Threats of Prosecution of course, this is needed to prevent 

catastrophic damage, for Your own Protection and Ours! 

Did you ever hear anything so preposterous in your life? 

Is this dirty Politics or are they ignorant Punch drunks? 

The momentum’s going backwards like a rogue missile! 

Thought to have had Private doubts over the Iraq War! 

But this Mad Man had to be Stopped at all costs, but ~ 

WMD and 45 minutes to attack Scunthorpe or Orlando! 

In the Name of Democracy and Freedom; Stars & Hype. 

You let them go in front of The United Nations and lie 

And lie and lie and LIE to the Whole World. So what? 

No, Thank You
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Capital from Das Capital, Coalition of the Willing! 

To a Front bench careerist, it’s a more complex 

battle, war, than the Commentators Predicted! 

A wide spectrum of social energies and reactions ~ 

What have you detected in the runes? Come on ask him! 

Where is the aid from those super rich Muslim gulf states? 

* 

Space Crop 

At the Heart of the picture. 

Fragmented parts at the side… 

Fleeting aspects of light and the dynamism of Life! 

A hard diagonal or the full sense of spontaneity ~  

The effects on open Space of a ballet of rhythms… 

See it as a narrative, story, movie, series of events. 

* 

A Ticket to Ride 

Pose and Human body language, 

awkward, tension, Contortions ~ 

and uncomfortable exemplifications… 

‘The Key is the face in the London music hall 

but his inspiration was Paris, razzle, dazzle ~’ 

Green fairy lights, smacks you between the eyes. 

Apart in metaphorical terms, a deep controversy. 

Euphemism in Yellow, see a face in the mirror. 

Provoking beauty, the air of rhythms, viscerally. 

The everyday, the theatrical, the real, the dream, 

bondage, the free spirit. Should you be a voyeur ~ 

shows different angles, curves? Intuitive expressions. 

Back from the Front * of an Amazing Hallucination, 

not quite on the same wavelength, do I feel Alienated? 

The use of Cosmic firelight begging to be compared ~ 

Zones, foreground, background ~ Sense of dimensions 
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I less in Gaza 

Not a lot of Imagination, only needs a spark! 

Going exactly by the book; turning a blind eye ~ 

Rejected, Suspected, Neglected, is it really worth it? 

Another very bitter Pill to swallow! 

What if? Why? 

Shot down in flames as her Ex! What does that mean? 

“That You don’t Exist anymore in my Life, Fuck off!” 

“I did everything to destroy any memory of You, of Us” 

Our Love has no more meaning, in such narcissistic bliss! 

You know Real Life not Hoopla! And ‘Unconditionality’. 

In retrospect, a half-cocked misandrist, not just offbeat! 

She decided it’s about paying the price of who you are. 

Malevolent, intelligent, with a big rock on your finger. 

* 

Remembered Agapanthus, Forbidden fruit! 

Does the End justify the Means? 

Crossing lurid, Social boundaries. 

What’s this self-medicating dear? 

Two wrongs don’t make it right… 

Inequality and Poverty 

Reproof that spoof is not proof ~ 

A violent death, brings it Home! 

Twaddle and waffle, only baffle 

What’s this flagellation? 

Need more devotion by the Ocean, 

more conception of beautiful eyes ~ 

more perception of bright blue skies. 

More green arrows pointing upwards, 

growing free trees not 5G Satellite TV 

More Love flowing not a blocked Ego. 

Self-contradictory, separation ~ 

They Love each other equally
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Ravages of War 

Unlikely as it seems, serving as a screen ~ 

Glowing testimonials caught in a dilemma. 

Protesting but not protecting those civilians! 

Destroying a harvest ~ destroying an orchard. 

Explosions, destroying a village, 

destroying the bread ovens… 

Giving a demonstration 

destroying all the people ~ 

just lining up to be murdered, 

destroying a school, a hospital, creche. 

Astonishing, babies put to the bayonet! 

They admitted it, sounded skeptical… 

Anticipating a severe reprimand! 

A bird’s eye view of the enemy. 

Who the fuck are you, Monsters? 

Hate confrontations, put it out of your mind! 

Concentrating on the impressive responses. 

Greeted by the news of another insurgency. 

Devastation, then wading through a river ~ 

Sun glinting off her body, isn’t she superbe? 

I don’t feel, recognise, know you anymore 

* 

Titter Tatter, Oki Dokey 

Tuning to Sensitivity; where is the light source? 

There once was a gorgeous angel living there ~ 

Lived inside of you too, natural Earth energies. 

Unfortunately abandoned, then destroyed it all. 

Can we now Please, Please, change, have closure? 

Not Imagining or Projecting on this anymore ~ 

Beyond appearances, be in tune with essences. 

Ready to open the Cosmic door. 

“What can I do to help?”
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Omni 

Not another hotchpotch orthodoxy! 

All this Stuff only causes Confusion. 

Just be Sensitive to the Life force ~ 

that gives this magic, loving energy. 

After My Own Heart 

* 

*Lucus a non Lucendo* 

Luscious and sumptuous metamorphoses. 

She fell to Earth with an exotic meteorite. 

Voluptuous, appealing to all my senses, 

“No, you haven’t lost your wits!” 

Lovely, gorgeous and a glorious, stunning sight. 

Delightfully exquisite, ravishing, diaphanous ~ 

Beautiful, dazzling and wonderfully splendid. 

No words can describe your magic truly ~ 

Your sparkling bright eyes, lit like a galaxy. 

Radiating atomic sunbeams ~ absolutely free 

* 

Nepenthes’ Crystal Blue 

Too Cosmic for You 

too natural ~ 

to slip by your Ego. 

Too conscious for you to know 

the Goddess of retribution 

disappeared into the ethereal ~ 

on the serein of pure inspiration. 

A Sannyasin drinks by the dawn river 

* 

Zen Twang 

Pure raw energy ~ 

loosen the juice, loose the noose on the goose. 

I very much believe in another enlightened space 
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Grapevines and Another Smoking Gun 

We’re Direct & Exclusive with our correspondent Now! 

“I can’t believe this stuff is actually going out On Air” 

A Black hole, a leaked report, a Royal select committee 

The Government can do what it likes! Seems like that! 

It’s all going down the pan! Someone’s got to tell them! 

‘For Your Eyes Only’. Fingers on the pulse, of a corpse. 

I should have been told comrade; It’s Agitprop Vodka! 

Are You trying to ask me how I feel? ‘The Mind Breaker’ 

Do you know about the false flags? ‘The Mind Broker’ 

‘Keeper of the Faith’. Blowing her cover is easy… 

Did you put the bug in? Hero of the New Republic. 

Leave it to us. The charges will be dropped! 

A tip off about a mole. Still cloak and daggers role. 

To wreck a Government Policy is Illegal and Treason. 

Yes I know we’re constrained by the Official Secrets Act. 

This High-Tech. Paradise destroys everyone else’s rights. 

Have You found a way thru? Repeat, continue observing 

Back tracked applications, rethinking the Operations… 

British Counter, Anti-Intelligence, the Ideological divide. 

Authorities never Acknowledged Truth, if they knew any. 

“The guests are Intelligence officers” Adjusted to Phasing! 

Did you lie to yourself, on the Interrogator’s course? 

Aren’t you fascinated with the head, Shrink Rap? 

I’m over it. His anti-bugging devices defeated us ~ 

That Sly Old Fax, ‘The Security of the State’ 

Classic Explicit Instructions “Fight the Good Fight” 

Ironic, Identity theft the Ego Explodes, Speculation ~ 

A substantial lead with ‘The Patriot Act’ in Propaganda. 

Exactly what do you mean? If you play your cards right? 

A Tall Order. Do You want to be a double, treble Agent? 

It’s out of the question! Does anyone know the Truth?
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Their raison d’etre 

It was on our Radar! The Relevance of its Powers… 

Reading through walls, nothing’s secret or sacred now. 

Can’t hide behind any cloud with CGHQ eavesdropping. 

Transcripts of Illegal, Black-Ops affecting any situation! 

Do you want a War, settle any score in the world today? 

Planning to send Public Opinion to wipe out pensioners. 

Who came up with that Plan of the Bogey Man? Scary! 

Very powerful feeling In Power, don’t like Out of Power! 

Perjury on a Grand Scale; If Not, Prove it by the Law! 

Who has the Precious Codes, out on the Space station? 

‘As God is My Witness’. We are not Crazy Paranoiacs!  

Invade, surveil incessantly people’s sense of themselves,  

and their environment, you are stealing their Identities. 

They don’t know who they are Inside, they lose any idea of 

themselves and others at a deep level. They have no concept  

of Truth or Reality except what is fed them in Propaganda. 

A damp Squib, You turn them into Paranoid schizophrenics. 

This is a Controlled Conspiracy to deny us all human contact; 

isolating, alienating, separating us, so they gain all the Power! 

Ultimately we lose our Spirituality! Part of their Master Plan! 

* 

Who’s got a faulty transmitter then? 

Flogged for what? For something he didn’t do. 

“That must have hurt?” “Life hurts mate!” 

I thought my life depended on other people. 

Now it depends on me. Survival of the fittest! 

‘The explanation vanished from his head’ 

‘He recognised the wish as a dream’. 

‘She was a beautiful, Spirited creature’ 

He said, ‘If  you don’t believe in the future ~ 

you don’t have to be worried about it tomorrow’
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I was Totally Convinced - It is Totally Convincing! 

Liberated from this ‘Identification to everything’ in Life. 

Don’t want this ID culture, keeps us from enlightenment. 

Keeps us chained to fear, phantoms, Panopticon prisons. 

‘Freud looked at the symptoms of psychological problems ~ 

not their causes’ ‘Analysis not Synthesis, let’s be natural’ 

Real Happiness is a Higher State of Mind, Just be Kind. 

You can be Happy and Poor and Poor and Happy inside! 

Blind people follow impulses of the herd without thinking. 

This Human Greed is damaging our Life support systems. 

Resist absurd ideas however popular they become! Be free ~ 

Modern city life is more antisocial, neurotic than the village  

Hardship makes people go further than their mind’s limits. 

Materialist Pleasures ~ Share delight, Share Insight! 

People can get very precious about things, even dust... 

Collecting the charge from dew hanging out in Sunlight. 

Weaving sub-atomic consciousness in a Bach’s flower bed. 

Freedom, big as Interstellar photons, dancing enneagrams. 

Impelling vanity and frantic social madness, not holistic ~ 

* 

Treating Disease frequencies with Inspiration and Love 

Evil is Divisive ~ a dysfunctional misidentity. Stop Please! 

Imbibing the life force of solar plants alive in Spring water. 

Energy * atoms vibrating slow ~ in tune with doh. 

Your perfect being, perfect health, perfect instant ~  

Light fields out of balance, resonances allow disease. 

* 

Sun Spirit in Sub*atomic fields of Archady 

Bacchus’ banquet, Dionysus’ vineyards, Diana’s forest  

glade, Delphi’s pools, springs and streams ~ 

Cupid’s meadows, under Venus’ starry cloak. 

Orpheus’ Cosmic sound impregnates ~ 

Flora’s shimmering, intoxicating elixir
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Shilly-Shally Colloquial Finale 

‘Panic Button’ - Colluded. Governing with Impunity! 

“Beam me up Sirius” The glaciers are Melting fast… 

The Jet Stream’s meandering, the air is choking us! 

Intolerable inter-facing with Universal atomic fields. 

Reinforcing the stereotypes, the Winds of Prejudices. 

Fake reports and victims Identified of suspicious bias. 

Accepted their witness statements only at ‘Face Value’. 

A script, important to be accurate, to trust Due Process! 

Not elaborate fabrication, inconsistencies; denouement. 

From where did such ideas get into your bed and head? 

Bending Rules, Back to the back of beyond Monseigneur! 

Significant indication, reach back and Integrate the Past.  

Unsafe, ‘As God is my Witness’. He’s not what he seems! 

Let me paint you a picture, Illustrating Arcane themes ~ 

The Oracle does say, she lost everything, she lost her way. 

Diminishing returns. “Our word is all we have of value” 

This Adversarial System is a Killer, for obvious reasons! 

For the ‘Greater Good’, his Instincts were totally wrong. 

How can you doubt the word of a Pope or Judge, Child? 

You’ve been framed Your Honor; what’s Respect worth? 

The effects on the Spirit? Motive to emphasize its denial! 

With such high moral conviction concluded; he evicted  

and eradicated all poor families & faeries from Ireland. 

* 

There is Life here 

Camouflages it, detracts from it, obliterates it, Why? 

M’lud have you never had a lull, or been to a local luau? 

Do we need to constantly deny our own essential beingness? 

This sense of life shared in common, putting it out of touch ~ 

Permanent ignorance of each other, sent them to a penal colony 

with no remission ~ why such harsh rejection Lord?
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Back to Front. Word of Mouth 

Abstract experience, Free Spirit, flowing hair, flower child. 

Patterns on a summer dress, meadow flowers in your tress. 

Cloaking the Stealth Blackbird Bomber from the Sprites. 

Manufacturing programs of Unbalanced States of Mind. 

Not any accident with such ‘Research And development’ 

Realise what’s going on, perilous for us and the Amazon! 

Exploiting, Destroying the Global Environment; Delve! 

The Crimes and Spoils of resources, demagogue’s Wars! 

Paying lip Service to this Abomination, it’s abnegation! 

Bad influences and Conditioning, needs Clarification ~ 

These distortions, in the forest are affecting the children. 

A Spokesperson for capitalism had no scientific evidence. 

To live in a natural environment gives us all good health. 

Having to keep balance more Real, commander in Chief. 

Switch off the Artificial, Superficial ‘Reality’ TV Shows. 

Cut to the Chase, Behind the Wall, Obstructing Justice. 

Weird, “You Can’t Con a Con, most holy of Emperors” 

‘Imitation is the sincerest flattery’ Push that button, ‘Off’ 

on the Goebbels Machine! I’ll give you a light Ice cream. 

News headline, ‘she has had a facelift without telling me’ 

Behind the Scenes, ‘featurettes’ for Our viewers at home. 

One of the big complaints, ‘You give as good as you give’. 

No.1. Priority, ‘Someone’s Switched it out of our control’ 

Inner Sanctum, landed on his face, “Is dignity a crime?” 

Wow, ‘Just when you think you’ve seen it all’. “I did it” 

‘It’s the notes you don’t hear that matter’. Count Basie. 

Not under their thumb, everything’s in our Power ~ 

* 

“The Spirit experiences the world of form and limitation ~ 

in order to evolve itself back into Conscious Union with that  

Original Oneness”
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How is it for a 600 year old Pear Tree? 

A Harsh Spotlight, brilliance disguising the Truth. 

But, they’ve got Sharp ‘Get Out’ Claws, as usual ~ 

for a Whistle blower on a ‘Get out of Jail Free’ Card. 

Concocted compelling lies that decimated, ruined, broke,  

expunged it. His Altar-ego, would be totally exonerated!  

Pulling strings, this hard line neo conservative Svengali. 

A blonde bombshell arrived with a gorgeous Senegally. 

Made to testify under oath, or be outed, she pouted ~ 

Twisting her sexy chignon and ‘War Intelligence’ file, 

blew apart his cover, a flawed seminarian of eminence. 

In this light, against the Pentagon, damning evidence! 

Conflicting interests can’t justify an invasion of Iran etc. 

Plugged into - Primal Instincts, No more Sham ~ Pain. 

Do flamingos in Cuba know, realise they’re communists? 

They’re just living it naturally, with no Id. Identifications. 

Been that like since forever in Cosmic fields and streams ~ 

They have no need to assess any damage, marriage vows… 

marriage woes, break-through in communication, “Hallo!” 

Free Control! Wants to be Real, the Subliminal of Prime, 

Elysian *Time ~ What’s the State of Highest Perfection? 

* 

Night * Light 

Turned it up, right on the Note! 

I Love it ~ bring it on… 

The work closest to your Heart ~  

The silent Angel 

is Meditation 

bebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebe 

Bebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebe 

bebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebebe 

bebebebebebebebbebebebebebebebebebebe~ stream
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Raw Reality Society 

Take it out of the Political Coliseum, Arena ~ 

Theatre, “Truth has no path, it lives” Bruce Lee. 

Respect brilliance. They’re all energetic Supernovas, 

that guy was putting it out from the heart ~ brilliant. 

‘We’re going to find out after the Commercial Break… 

Hi-Technology, low end stuff, this is rough, homeless. 

Believe it, or Believe it not! Finding out what my Love? 

The State’s in Control? Free Control, mutually exclusive! 

He takes No prisoners, right action talks, bullshit walks! 

Those that don’t listen must feel, shooting stars inside. 

‘Loud and Proud, Wrong and Strong’ Everywhere… 

In my face, Over throne, ‘Protect and serve’. Do It! 

‘Negatives beget negatives’ Perception, perpetuation. 

Ignorance breeds more Ignorance, not bliss Miss ~ 

‘Propaganda breeds Propaganda, false not Truth!’ 

They’re all so talented, give us an honest answer… 

Many dhamma people in this city, confronting the Powers 

of Global hegemony, confronting this wholly negative vibe, 

where there’s only one winner; when we are all so lovely ~ 

Another way to create a competitive, Culture of Separation! 

There’s always the Shining* Stars in the same firmament.  

Debunk bogglin blogs, listen only to constructive criticism. 

Nobody makes me negative, I refuse to be negative ~ 

don’t be susceptible to the negative influence of people. 

‘Life is matter of fact, have to get on with it’ Unknown. 

Nothing is as it seems, as it seems to You, not to them! 

Know the emptiness and tranquility of your finite mind. 

Understanding comes out from Feeling, the infinite space. 

Awareness has no frontiers, all celestial, astral projection. 

 

TURN ~ OVER
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Catching Waves 

The Spirit of big wave riding. 

Broken through the taboo ~ 

broken through the gossamer. 

Perfect Surf ~ emptying the mind. 

Could you survive, the Wipe Out! 

Intimidating to know too much… 

stops you trying for an energetic rush. 

Confronting Fears of the Unknown 

Catch the wave’s speed ~ out of body. 

Goes beyond the mind-set limitations. 

Connected to an Infinite Universe. 

A Love Affair 

Missing endorphins ~ exploding in your brain. 

Bright, bright dreaming ~ Deeper than Ever. 

So in tune to the rolling Ocean ~ 

Absolutely focused every fibre of my body. 

Dancing with the nerve ~ verve. 

Sucked back over the face. 

This is Real * this is Live ~ 

Finally coming to the surface. 

Waves coming out of deep water 

Now experiencing the deepest space 

Nothing Else Exists 

She’s the best, big Wave in the World ~ 

Metaphor for a Cosmic realm and stream. 

Jumping off the cliff ~ the take off 
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You have to believe ~  

You’re going to make it!  

Absolute Love 

On a plate glass sunshine day 

experiencing the very deepest 

the very Purifying. 

Deeper than ever 

A bright dream crest ~ 

Rush of Total Survival. 

The worst beating, sucked back,  

flipped, caught inside a break  

Outside the Wave ~ 

Heart in your throat 

Free Spirit, in an Oceanic tune  

Love Affair 

Surfing with a beautiful mermaid 

Surfing with a beautiful wave ~ 

Connection to an Infinite Universe 

* 

Shining Moon *Shining Sun *Cosmic Family  

Wave depressions as Addictions to the High ~ 

ADDICTION TO THE ANGEL DARLING 

Gone over the Top ~ need to keep a balanced  

mind-set. Programs ingrained in Your brain. 

Metaphors, Name, Sane, Insane, flame. 

Metaphors for the surfing Life ~ force 

Got rid of the Leash ~ Quick Release 

Jumping Off the Vortex 

Beyond the Egocentricity 

Riding one of the big sets ~ 

ferocious and Spontaneous 

On the Face of the Wave ~ 

Unimaginable, Neptune’s Power  

‘Just like your child being born’
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The Magic Sun dancing 

ELEMENTAL ~TRANSCENEDENCE 

* 

Infinite Sweet Heart 

The Big Wave of the World ~ 

The Best Flow of the Universe 

Faith of Devotion*Devotion of Faith 

Nothing else exists 

Balance of the Cosmic 

Natural, Mind Fulfilled. 

Surfing it again ~ 

Addicted to my Angel 

balance of the Mind again ~ 

being reconnected to the Ocean 

* 

The Ocean ~ Looking Through You 

Sound of the womb ~ 9 months in Meditation 

Sound of Existence ~ Birth of a Miracle 

Sound of your heart beat * beautiful daughter 

“A perfect time to open my eyes” 

* 

You’re a Human Father too 

Can’t argue with its inevitability. 

They’re deadly serious, Bang! 

People you got into great discredit… 

Who is Manufacturing this Consent? 

It can seem like there’s No hope out there. 

We Freed Our Mind, You can too… 

Opinionated, I was joking, not to scare. 

‘TV was like Magic, in the Market’ 

They got you finely in their Cross hairs… 

In their sights, another Captive audience.  

So easy they want to hypnotise you with ~ 

PROGRAMMING
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Raw Data Processing into Information  

“Killing a man to take away all he’s got 

and all he’s ever gonna have” 

“I ain’t gonna kill you, you’re the only friend I got” 

Pandering to Masses with Nanny mentality is daunting. 

What sort of Mind-Frame? Too much Carbon Dioxide! 

Taking over your sub-consciousness, just another method, 

different to the horror of War where you have to be ready  

to defend against enemies, they’ve made into mad demons. 

They brought you to their Frontline door with an M16 gun! 

What are the Choices? You’ve All been set-up! Ain’t it fun? 

Then they’ll use the excuse, that to Protect You V ‘Invader’ 

they have to use disproportionate pre ~ retaliation, brother! 

It’s a very, very old, sick trick, ask any of the native peoples! 

Tried and Tested in History by 5*Generals and Tyrants! 

Same name, different colours. “We had to defend our men, 

so we disintegrated the town and melted all the Children!” 

Had to shoot him before he shot a hole in my can of Coke! 

Go back to your home, not every other place on the Globe. 

Oh, you have some divine mission to murder out of State! 

* 

Right Cock Ups 

Catch 22, Apocalypse Now, Salvador, Hamburger Hill~ 

Thin Red Line, Platoon, Come and See, The Secret Army. 

They’re all horror and disaster, war films made by whom? 

Extremely difficult to be detached, not to get caught up 

in the dramas, to be philosophical, keeping perspective ~ 

as a channel on their empty, black obsidian Cosmic sea. 

This doesn’t really exist, excuse those children’s screams… 

you know what it means! A panoply of crimes and torture. 

Just keep in tune with the source behind the Moon light! 

The illusion that this is more real than what you feel ~ 

Move on, moving on, always changes, lose your suffering. 

Being your heart of Compassion and Loving Kindness ~ 
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Beyond the Tick Tock 

The mouse ran up the clock ~ the clock struck 0 

the mouse fell down and broke its glitzy crown! 

Beyond the flat horizon, beyond the Tyrant King, 

or Earth turning all the planets at God’s bequest ~ 

beyond all the watches and calendars of Our Time, 

that doesn’t exist or the Oceans of calculable descriptions, 

because we make them, Identifying values, separate to us. 

When it is only Light show beams, and we’re in its grip. 

Ego hypnotized, mesmerized, by electro-magnetic waves 

instead of feeling blood, swimming in the Moon tides ~ 

* 

‘Gone Haywire’ 

Remember that Lotus being in the pool ~ 

Not letting its society go to war, or invasions 

against a ¼ of the World’s population, made 

into suicidal enemies, to settle bloody revenge! 

Wound up all the insane rest not just a country 

but mass Global Religions; Against your Sponsors! 

Who was that fool, certainly very ignorant and uncool. 

Putting you and your children and Granny into a fight 

proves whose frightful God has the most ferocious might! 

Wheel out the Weapon’s merchants, psychopathic Hawks. 

The ones who don’t listen, only their ignorance talks. 

They’ve figured out how to decapitate your Mind ~ 

filling it with illusions, delusions, unconsciousness 

made Slave to it, they have no wisdom or even heart 

but with their missiles, feel Sociopathic, very smart. 

We need to Radiate LUV vibes that we’re all ONE ~ 

Alive in boundlessness’ 10 Trillion petaled Ocean
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No More Mind Games even the Spiritual Pathless’ Path 

Descriptions, conventions, absorptions, contemplations ~ 

intelligence, Wisdom, Knowledge, philosophy and poetry. 

Objects of Value even Love, Cosmic, there is the Formless. 

Pure Inspiration no worlds, galaxies, stars or constellations. 

No words, Timeless, Ocean of Nibbana ~ there, that’s all 

* 

Not the mind, not of it, on it, over it, under it, beyond it 

Just Switch it off ~ What You are Regardless of all else? 

A child is the Cosmic stream, free of Man-made passports. 

Tests or biometric Ids, photo, driving licenses, domestic or 

international, Pin numbers secretly tattooed on the arm or 

barcodes, bank, debit, credit cards, birth marks, loyalty cards, 

business, merit, shop, security A.A.A, cards; Social Insurance, 

security numerals for your pension, for your heart by-pass -cards, 

for life, accidents and death insurances! Records and work histories, 

tickets and taxes, obliged returns, with index finger prints and scans 

to include all your scams and Karmic lines, like astrological maps 

to your fleeting Soul or at least, your Organs donated at the scene! 

Implanted tracking bugs in a mole! 

Titles to everything, Patents, your DNA. display, Kirlian 

Profiles of your complete life, and all those you’ve known. 

They’ll decide if you’re a big threat, terrorist, sponger, 

naturist, a religious freak to tweak, or a rebel to squeak! 

Don’t take it Personally especially if we protect you with 

Anti-Personal devices, manufactured by the evil Devil! 

Wanting to see the Forest not just the trees all around!!! 

In* Out to the timeless source ~ ‘through Knowing You’ 

Living under the stars and planets like Mars, with awe  

inspiring Magnitude, no more platitude, extreme rectitude… 

See a Projector not projected illusions deposited in our minds. 

Disconnect from the lot, live with the Inuits ~ be Intuit reality
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I Kept My Promise 

The Pathless Path ~ Cosmic Sweet Heart 

Peace and Loving Kindness 

Perfect Love ~ Artless Art 

Truth is Truth. Propaganda is All Rubbish... 

Brain scan, complex Cortex Identifying Wo/man. 

Conditioning, Rootine of Pristine ~ Simplicity 

Breaking down the walls of Pain and Ignorance! 

There is Meaning behind, those tattoos and taboos ~ 

Combinations of resentment and revenge over history. 

Hatred will never cease; False Glory of Pride, Conceit. 

Battlefields of verbal attacks and bloody defeats. 

Conquerors are still prisoners ~ 

of their own greed, hate and delusion. 

What is achieved by Mastering so many others 

when we are not even our own Masters? 

Defeated, in misery, still creating unwholesome karma ~ 

Nourishing the resentment, you hating through generations 

* 

Consensus  

Decisions where everyone agrees, ‘no defeat’ 

Involves letting go of the ‘Self’ to an amiable Spirit 

of Compromise; Not forcing ones viewpoint is Dhamma. 

The conquest of Oneself is not Self ~ inflicted wounding 

Making a battlefield of Your own Mind, only one fighter! 

Who are the Combatants, only Me fighting my own Mind 

Wrong Identification ~ this Mass of Pain and Suffering! 

* 

The Conquest of Oneself, Naturally 

Changing using Mindfulness and Loving Kindness 

dissolves the resentment ~ No force, no Suppression, no Ego. 

Worst way of attempting to bring Peace, by Power & Aggression!‘ 

Winning Hearts and Minds!
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Truth is Truth in the Ocean’s Kiss of Bliss  

“A Peace maintained by Trickery will Not endure” 

It collapses when the fraud is revealed! Fuels Anger!  

Divine & Sublime uphold the Principle of No Harm. 

Those Not practicing the Peace of Dhamma ~ 

or flowing with the Cosmic conscious sweet heart 

on the Pathless Path, in compassion and Harmony 

in true Pure Light, Pure Inspiration, Perfect Love ~ 

will be Identifying with the Power Struggle of the Self! 

When the defilements of greed, hatred and delusion go ~ 

which causes for Conflict will remain? Happily the Peaceful 

dwell having abandoned Victory and Defeat! Tortured by  

remorse. Wars never bear good fruit, Dhamma teaches to let  

it go, renouncing any aggression. Without hatred the buttons  

of destruction are not pressed, commands to kill are ignored! 

Ignorance breeds Ignorance, Hatred breeds more Hatred 

Propaganda breeds Propaganda, Wars bring more Wars 

Love breeds more Love, Opening the heart to the Cosmic. 

This Mad Delusion, ‘Fighting for Peace’ as a Solution! 

There is No Peace through Threats and Fears only tears. 

Leading to Peace ~ Dismantling Your Nuclear Weapons! 

Dismantling the Fear, Hatred, Greed and Delusions ~ being 

able to prevent the evil Karma bombs! Pacifists ~ flowing with 

all these Impossible Rules! Restraint calms Anger, Threats on 

one side produces Fear on the other! Words about gentleness, 

amity and harmony is Dhamma, Not today’s Deterrence of… 

Rule by fear of punishment, divide and conquer, deception wins. 

Practicing patience praises quality that can’t be excelled. Healer 

of Both sides ~ Strength and Wisdom is truly compassionate ~ 

Unconscious of the Cosmic heart and penalties for breaking rules.  

Dhamma doesn’t recognise such Violence. 

Wrong that the means justify the ends ~ 

Dhamma means Dhamma ~ boundless
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Have No Stress, No Worries ~ Sat Chit Ananda 

Going beyond the Pain and suffering and Ignorance ~ 

beyond the 8 fold path, awareness of the infinite Ocean.  

All waves, surf breakers, being immersed in frequency~  

Oceanic blisses in kisses of pure cadence, pure, still silence. 

Pervasive life, death, self-individual, ego, karma, birth, zero. 

See*the Technique is a technique of Liberation, into Space. 

Let it go, the 52 characteristics of Mind, the 7 bojangas ~ 

the 4 this and 2 that, it’s wonderful but don’t get caught up in 

the intellectual mind, thinking, the senses, personalities, Please! 

Let the mortification of  struggling sensations go. Sneeze, breathe. 

Don’t Identify with anything, all an Illusion, Anatta, impersonal. 

Unreal, have to Realise be conscious of the Life force alive in all. 

No more suffering, doubt, austerity, you can’t control the changing 

* 

The Bleep Tone Exorcised 

Fooled and pillaged the poor village! Point is… 

A Champion of the Age of Reason not Treason. 

On the side of the Arch, Angels again and again. 

They were a commune, friends, proud of each other. 

Comradeship don’t hear that word much anymore at all! 

If at first you don’t succeed try, try and try again ~ 

Don’t misread, mislead those Trojan sisters as Lovers. 

It could be a trap, a mishap, a Helicon slap, what’s that? 

Aggrieved, reprieved, it’s Unreal VR AI all special effects. 

A peep show, break the spell, break the mirror reflection. 

Believing in the Magic beans and dazzling Sunbeams ~ 

Phantasmagorical world conned to believe they all exist; stuck  

to philosophy, mystical, spiritual ebbs and flows all my years  

Through thick and thin, all those times, places, flower pot men! 

Believing something should happen with that Truth, that effort, 

Inspirational, aspirational heart, when will the station appear? 

Isn’t it ‘the time’ to sit by the river bank in the Sunshine ~
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Blessed Infinite Infinity 

No Time, no waves, empty, is the self-surfing ~ 

not waiting for the big Karma Kahuna to arrive. 

Surf every wave, surf none, BEING the SURF,  

be in tune with Morpheus’ Moon, dancing for Shiva. 

Full Moon is the empty moon, it’s all the same flame! 

Timeless silence on the crest of nothingness but infinity. 

Don’t get caught up with the Sense Projections of Self ~ 

All comes from, goes to, is immersed in the boundlessness. 

Immediate, instantly, anything to do with time is hell ~ 

Give it all up, Heaven is Timeless ~ Nibbana is Timeless  

Skipping paths until you come to the free, infinite ocean  

* 

No more Mind Games within the Ether 

There’s nothing there but the Cosmic Magma Matrix ~ 

Turn off the Air-Conditioning, the ‘Human Condition’. 

It’s Conditioning ~ Caught up in the Projections of Self 

derived from the essence ~ these sparkling phenomena… 

Turn off the mind-set~ turn off these Illusions of Reality. 

Stop the clock, turn off the engine, be with a root chakra. 

That which just ‘Is’ Nibbana ~ Sat Chit Ananda, bliss ~ 

Everything you know or believe is not the Cosmic Silence. 

Don’t Need to deny or enforce any Psychological concepts 

or put into context, interpretation ~ there are No Limits. 

Even out beyond the furthest trees, Stars and Galaxies ~ 

Mind define anything, LIFE Or Death it’s all the same. 

There is essentially nothing there, be limitless freedom ~ 

be with Liberation, be with enlightenment, let it All go ~ 

can’t say going beyond because there’s really no existence  

The mind qualities cannot know that which is unknowable, 

to be intellectually aware of all that is, beyond into SPACE  

Words don’t mean a thing, concepts going beyond or not ~ 

because there’s really no time, quantum only here right now
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Nothingness is No Fears, You’re ultimately All of ‘It’ 

Source, empty full Ocean, no limited brain, boundlessness ~ 

No up down, life death, light dark, boy girl, no words, concepts 

no sensations, no time no karma, nothing, just pure it, no in it  

or out of it or beyond it no descriptions, no thought, no science ~ 

No Propaganda, no Insanity, sanity, no you or me, Ultimately, 

nothing but, Is ~ especially Identity, Identifying with anything. 

Liberation from karma, as no soul, no heaven hell, no humanity 

no spirit, God, no Cosmic energy, no Universe love no more Maya. 

All these mental Projections of Mind’s ego reactions, wake up to it. 

Does that make sense? Who to? Well try equanimous, free flow ~ 

* 

No Time is Heaven 

Not getting caught up with words, so certainly throw off any 

Propaganda, it doesn’t help you to get a clear, calm mind ~ 

to see a clear reflection of what is and isn’t ~ just as in a lake. 

Nothing worse than putting you into a War situation brother, 

especially an ‘illegal’ one that’s 100% murdering Propaganda. 

There’s no such thing as a legal war, helps them more to destroy  

Consciousness of a liberated self, not being slaves to the program. 

To kill another human being leaves a trail hard to clean, 

making people defend themselves from banned White 

Phosphorescent shells and for others to die in horrors 

because some criminal said so and expects Promotion! 

In this big picture, writing means nothing, only to walk  

on Dhamma’s path. Being Inhuman is Pure Ignorance! 

Don’t get caught up in that one, Propaganda is Untruth, 

the worst sort of Particles * Projections to be dealing with. 

In energy fields of darkness, Consciousness will go blind, 

your heart will stop, mind will die, never break the light. 

It is a paradox to switch off in order to turn on, tune in ~
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Boundlessness of an Ultra Cosmic Ocean Womb 

Always ‘Identifies’ with the Pain, or Pain’s relief. 

Couldn’t realise anything else on how to live freely. 

Seems to be more or less, at the beginning of the Path 

where is the Core, the heart, seems impossible to feel. 

Try for some progress and freedom in this lifetime ~ 

Harness, caress or stress, excess or repress, open or close. 

All the thinking, ideas, news reports, weather and sports. 

Caught up blindly, deep in a forest of infinity, called trees! 

I could marry you now because none of this really matters. 

Meditation IS… the Observer, gatekeeper of every breath ~ 

Witness every sensation, trying to feel, to commune, to be. 

Consciousness is different to pure, psychoactive visions ~ 

Even with Tsunamis, holy wars and other catastrophies! 

Atomic meltdowns and cancer clouds, to virus pandemics. 

DNA. discoveries and Earth quaking remote recoveries ~ 

Acid rain, landings on Mars, global warming to melting  

stars, the End of the Earth, soon for Mayans, Me & You. 

There is boundless extasis, formless kisses, Cosmic oasis~ 

* 

Lovely Hathor’s Rehearsal 

Beam me up! Get rid of all trimmings and trappings. 

Don’t get Attached to Identifying Gods, is the trick ~ 

Nothingness, Nonsense, Love the Cosmic Non-sensual. 

Magic Mushroom angels dancing five hours on a table. 

Your Possession, let go of, the fear of, loss of a big Penis! 

49,000 births a day in India, with highest rate of Aids! 

Buddha’s technique to arrive at a neo Hindu liberation. 

All sitting by the same Lake, watching the same river ~ 

All today’s top stories; less dicking around excuses please. 

I hear what you’re saying, waking up to that, at long last. 

Many years disengagement, ascetic’s voluntary poverty ~ 

Mothering Earth instinct, and the punch line is!
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Unbelievably *Divinely *Believable 

To see your Universal face without the veil ~ 

to see the builder of your house of endless births… 

Paradox is we feed it. Don’t pay it any mind, for sure. 

Don’t be addicted to techniques, or sweet rosy red cheeks. 

Everything Identified as something is made Separated 

from the Liberated Union of Perfect Synergic Wholeness. 

We are Totally Immersed even if Ignorant of our selves. 

This Cosmic State exists, it is there Comprehensively ~ 

Inclusively, we feel excluded, never complete, Alienated! 

Realize we’re an integral part of it, saturated not isolated. 

This is Unconditional Love 

“May we all be liberated” suggests that we are Not Already! 

We are complete by Nature and mind’s potential is to be pure. 

but we don’t realise it ~this view, keeps us feeling disconnected, 

unfulfilled. Propaganda, used against us to divide and conquer. 

Conquering by Dividing Us*All from our same Cosmic roots ~ 

Ignorance is Not Bliss, is Not Timeless, mindless boundlessness. 

Keeping us from insight of existence, Nibbana vibrational Ocean. 

Do I know what I’m Identifying? 

“FILL HER UP!” 

* 

Soul mate * Stalemate 

Don’t even need to Identify with Nature or Universally divine ~ 

the sublime, family, parents, wife, child, people, friends, good, bad 

enemies, Ego or No ego, body, mind, spirit. Hallucinations, trips… 

Visions, illusions delusions, pains happiness, worlds within Worlds. 

Without Country or Power, Visible Invisible, Life or Death free flow 

or no go Propaganda. No Propaganda, Pander-Slander, Love-Hate, 

light-dark, Soul, Soul-less, fast-slow, up-down, poor-rich, black-white, 

strong-weak, Sun-Moon, karma-dhamma, peace-Nibbana singularity. 

‘Identification’, give it All up, let it go, realizing it is Always changing. 

Live fully, detached ‘I’ ‘my mind’, cannot affect Cosmic transformation 
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Possibilities burning down to Zero 

Spirits of Joy, Sensations of wonderful Celebration, 

feelings of elation in the Ocean of Manifestation ~ 

glistening waves, luminescence rolling into shore 

“dropping all types of Mind attachment… 

becoming Universal Consciousness” 

dropping the delineations of a conditioned ego. 

Purify with simple mediation ~ meditation 

deeper Sensitivities of existence ~ darling. 

Penetration no separation 

limitless ~ You into me * me into you 

eternal permeation 

* 

Opening a New Door ~ Befriend Not Pretend 

Disconnecting Untrue Identities, hang them on the trees. 

Propaganda fails completely our Minds. Paradoxically 

playing this mad game on the landscape of our ‘soul’ 

it can drive us to a state of loss, oblivion, of Ignorance 

whereby we have to finally realise and relinquish ego ~ 

Pseudo Powers of this false Master to reenter the sublime. 

We therefore have to become conscious of Our True Self  

to know what’s Untrue, takes you to momentary creation.  

An Emperor you believed; a misguided Impostor ruling us! 

“Liberation is Not to enslave but Save from self-delusion” 

Just keep on desiring what you want and forever crave! 

Leads to more confusion, consequences of misunderstanding 

but ultimately this desperation, irrationalisation can be used 

as a Tool of last option to open up this clever Mind to see inside, 

and to realise it’s just a fantastic illusion in respect to the Cosmic. 

Surfing the Ocean of truth, being in love with you, from my heart. 

Sacred Revelation is never lost ~ it’s playing in tune now 

Not with conspiracy or exploitation, hate, or control or greed. 

Each moment is Original flux not suffering unnatural causes,  

vicious circles but Being Conscious
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Rejoice Always Consciously 

Rational head, Electronic brain, Mechanical body, 

if you are bitten be cool, heart full of feelings * auras. 

Apparent World of problems, Stress and Sufferings 

Are Miniscule in light of innate Cosmic Radiance ~ 

Magnificence, in which we all exist in energy beams. 

The Exquisiteness of Loving You 

The Intimacy in your soft caress ~ 

the tender joys in sharing ~ compassion and kindness. 

How long do you want to cling to this Mad, Obsessed, 

Addictive Mind, whose roots lead into multi-delusions? 

How long will you let it be the Master over You? 

How long before you start to grow into a spiritual hero? 

Suffering the pains of birth, but we all come to let go ~ 

Don’t spread more Ignorance with poor, Zero Tolerances. 

& your Crimes against humanity in the same Mad breath. 

But in the Headlines, this Mad hatter is applauded! 

Every moment is new, every feeling is new and fresh 

be equanimous, observe reactions, so as not to error, 

be Conscious of your Perfect, Loving, Whole Self. 

No inhibitions, resistances to the spontaneous ~ 

in the Divine Vortex, simply being pure energy. 

She’s an open configuration * enlightening love 

* 

Seeing thru Minds * Open doors to Freedom 

Letting the Full Mind go off to find No Mind 

beyond the perception of its flat horizon ~ 

to the Outer reaches to the inner beaches 

All through lapping Cosmic radiations 

stepping off the Mind’s diving board 

stepping off its driving accelerator 

we’re all swimming in the same 

eternal Ocean of Existence
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No directing, no quasi preoccupying, except when ~  

in the context of letting the Mind go free into Integrity 

to ‘No Mind’. Dolphin diving into the deep blue sea ~ 

Karmically fine even if the suffering is too tragic to speak, 

must lose the pain, the insane, in being Universal waves ~ 

Embracing together independently, not mutually exploiting. 

Consciousness of, ‘I Love You” 

* 

Relating Unmotivating 

Making a Massive Celebration 

far more beautiful 

LOVER and the BELOVED 

Free hearts in true release ~ 

Not the ‘Not so Subliminal Conditioning’ 

demanding, neurotic, obsessed, greed, Identifying, 

defining our fulfillment, based on which criteria? 

Your Cosmic Love Relationship 

don’t repress the soft pink blossoms flowering. 

This meaningfulness of choiceless choice, wu wei. 

The penetrating lights of nothingness ~Vipassana  

quiet forest meditation, Illumination Liberation 

* 

It’s just a J. O. B. > What’s that? A Job! 

* 

PEACE MAGNET 

Happy opening all doors into extra dimensions. 

Cardinal points of Open Skies 

Shining in your smiling eyes. 

Vibrates from the Source ~ 

What are you offering? 

Radiating within 
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Not Repressing, Repelling, Energy 

Life Centre or Destructiveness my angel ~ 

In your couple, in your family, in your village, 

your town, country, on your planet, inside my heart, 

in your fantastic cult, your religion, in your Own Mind! 

Don’t worry about any Illumination just let current flow 

Naturally, lights up the night’s Sky ~ 

disturbances bring storms and clouds… 

let mind drop into the Spontaneous sea ~ 

The end of the rainbow is in You and Me. 

Zazen breathes from behind a disputed veil. 

She’s simply looking out onto the world ~ 

Consciously 

* 

Dysgenic > Invasive Mind or Enneagrams 

What’s the definition of a Police State? At least the High-  

Court ruled that Information obtained by means of Torture  

is inadmissible and against all Human Rights! Are yu lisnin? 

Sucked in and suckered into again by the Personal Mind-set. 

How to arrive at the Mindful/less, Conscious state and Space? 

Nibbana by the 8 fold path, equanimously Observing the flow of 

sensations with an understanding of impermanence-mindfulness, 

qualities of mind, compassion, joy, Loving Kindness, equanimity ~ 

Pure happiness of Cosmic life, they’re Infinite, not of the finite mind  

* 

Aum Butterfly 

In the Ring ~ 

with Muhammad Ali 

“I’m Not here to be beaten or saved!” 

He’s given me the Concept… 

In the ring with Osho 

Very fluffy
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Osho’s Jamboree Spree 

‘Nirvana the Unconditioned, the Uncaused ~ 

Timeless not located, in Space ~ beyond measure’ 

“It’s not entertainment its enlightenment!” 

* 

Ice Cube Slang 

“I want to kill Sam because, he’s Not my Uncle!” 

‘People talking out their arse’ 

‘Shooting off his mouth’ 

Teeth marks of a bohemian mongoose 

My Mind is Driving me Mad 

better than someone else doing it! 

The Heart of Buddha, what else can you do? 

They take All of You ~ All your Bling, thing. 

The bigger the Love the bigger the piece! 

An amazing character ~ Surreal Observer. 

Looking at the Comparison for ‘Godhead’. 

‘A relatively insane allusion’ 

* 

Johnny Appleseed 

“The Only difference between My self 

and a Madman Is, I’m Not Mad” 

Dali ~‘A Look Into My Mind’ 

* 

Condo for Her Pleasure 

Living Easy Rider ~ 

“Who wouldn’t want to ride Harley’s all day?” 

You’re living It here right now Shiva Rider ~ 

riding all day your scooter in lovely Goa. 

They’re coming out of the Dark Ages 

I’m heading to the party ~ 

the Golden dawning
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Tyrannical Core by any other name 

“They’ll go and Kill You… 

That’s how Relevant it is!” 

Each Individual’s Interpretation ~ 

The Moral Majority rode into Town. 

Just Want to Control, All of You here 

and in there. After, they want the lot! 

A dangerous Theatre of Absolutism ~ 

P. C. Dictatorship ~ Global Visitations. 

‘Until the Mind is Purged of all Self Centred  

diseases’. “Caste is given a Divine Sanction 

by being considered a Creation of God” 

Master Desire * Grounded in Sincerity ~ 

Their ‘Thought Police’ explained carefully, 

‘WAR IS PEACE’ 

‘FREEDOM IS SLAVERY’ 

‘IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH’ 

Welcome to a new Transcendent Reality! 

* 

The White Trash Meadow 

Las Meccas 

The last Mecca ballroom, West Side accent ~ 

A memory clarified itself in his Mind projection. 

Interminable monologue running inside his head. 

Fiction and Record Depts; made to swallow slogans… 

Adherents to the Party and Agents of the Thought Police. 

Filling them with their Black Terror about Terrorism! 

“I‘ll go when they Invite me, when the War’s over” 

Fully On Who I Am. 

Accepted energies of karma as particles of singularity ~ 

Attached, detached, desire, no desire, Attraction, Repulsion. 

Association of polar distractions or really expressive energy ~ 

A vital introduction from Altea, of the Dhamma Raja
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The Opposable Thumbs’ 

Observing a chimpanzee’s innate potential ~ 

Building blocks for a Nuclear Bomb. BOOM!!! 

Another 100 million years you’ll be humans again. 

Already destroyed their Mother Earth. 

Nothing like a Pretty Woman, Mohini, 

to see Unconsciousness blooming from hot desire! 

Playing with a cat, stroking my purring pussy ~  

Contrasting, glistening wet rainbows 

* 

Really Legally Revealing 

Truth is always there ~  

I met her in the Rose Pistola, 

she wore a perfume of Ahimsa on her lips. 

Translucent, Transcendent, Reality sheen. 

Nirvana beyond the Theory of Causation ~ 

Personal Invitation to the consequences of Karma, 

seduced with the dripping desire of her touch, feeling. 

Sliding, gliding in the ultimate pleasure rush ~ 

Transformation Inside Shakti’s treasure chest. 

Goddess of Mother Earth’s glorious Creation Womb. 

Coming from Love, just try and take us down! 

Devon nymphs will snog you even more ~ 

* 

Existing in Invisible Barriers 

‘Double-Think’ a ‘Newspeak’ Word, 

the eyes inside Big Brother’s Telescreens. 

Only one Viewpoint allowed, if we let you! 

Taking dictation and Self Detection 

Psychosis < not a new shining light. 

Free Press is > Free to Speak the Truth. 

Distortions, “No News Is Good News” 

Looking at this another way ~ 

Spinning us different projections
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G Forces Acting Upon Us 

Beauty, full days, full moon festival 

giving her a crazy, sensational rush. 

Kundalini in Aquarius ~ Whoosh!! 

“Don’t reduce the woman into a slave” 

With expectations we’re living dangerously! 

Now we’ve made newly cloned fluorescent pigs. 

Justified in the Name of Medical Science ~ 

Unaware of the Quantum, Galactic forces. 

The Lunar Module ~ 

bringing a June birth. 

On the way Mother Earth 

The Mahāyoni Airport ~ 

“Come in Sperm No. 9” 

* 

QE. 11 

Still living and reigning in Time warps ~ 

of QE1 Palace intrigues and Power deigned, 

feudal lords and Sheriffs, keeping and feeding 

Top Dogs, Top Predators, Royal Psychopaths. 

Constable’s country Landscapes 

& ribald, rural, peasant harvests 

passing around the festival jug ~ 

Jack Tars sent out to ring the necks 

of uncivilized, foreign, savage Kings; 

Unlike us! Bequeathed it to her own Reign. 

An Empire, paying to see her Crown Jewels! 

Sent all Rebels into Pensioner Purdah, Aussie. 

Realise this is a diabolical, calculated WAR… 

to maintain Power keeping us in a numb, dumb State. 

Such sophisticated, psychopathological Mind weapons! 

Breaking ~ fear to cross Invisible barriers 
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Need Rebels 

And another one goes down! 

Waiting for their Bus Disability Passes. 

Given up the Holy Ghost ~ Let it Roll  

* 

The Untouchable - Royal Dynasty 

The Mind with its acts of will ~ 

Their Lifestyles are Insulting. 

A Self-contradiction of Caste 

or is it some sort of Paradox ~ 

from a XXX Parallel Universe? 

I couldn’t live with myself, Jesus! 

Now the shoe’s on the other foot. 

I don’t believe in the Golden Cow ~ 

I like the sacred cow sitting on the beach. 

Fuel for the process called ~ ‘The Individual’ 

* 

Giant Squids in Cochabamba 

Prehistoric Monsters sitting in the House of Commons… 

Full on animal harassers, fingers on red, nuclear triggers! 

They only have Money to Invest in them, their Power, Party. 

They have Money to offer for new investment and work ~ 

for the Production of what’s in the interests of this Elite! 

Make no mistake, You do what you are told by the Matrix. 

The World Bank wants to own even Your Rain Water ~ 

so who is allowed to Propagate here? 

* 

The Hollywood Myths 

All to do with ‘CONDITIONING’ Subconscious. 

Are we all singing from the same Hymn Sheet? 

T.V. Synonymous with ‘PROGRAMMING’ us  

Psychology, Political Science, Development of ~ 

‘A Jihad on your Salmon!’
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World Community 

Free Market ideal for their conglomerate monopolies… 

Zero hours, minimum wage, all by a capitalist’s gauge! 

Made cities on different floors of a supermarket chain… 

Spanning the Globe, losing our pride, Identities, society.  

Free to be a Slave, ‘The Fast Food Nation’ Inside Story, 

‘Diet for New America, ‘The Corporation’ ‘Thrive ~ 

He made ‘Happiness’, also see ‘Punch Drunk Love’ 

‘Roger and Me’ ‘The Take’ ‘The Trailer Park Boys’ 

“I’m hanging onto memory like hanging into my mind!” 

Thank God, Keanu Reeves is in Charge! 

* 

Alternative Consciousness without the Masks 

Which Super Activist is distributed by Disney? 

Sitting in a hot tub in Cocabanana, Ecuador ~ 

watching the Holy war news, had to turn it off. 

A nice guy, Yeah, I think he’s a Burner! 

He’s Cracked out in Quito, on the Dark Side. 

Por Favor No bad trips, living in Oblivion. 

“If I Live In Fear, Fear Will Find Me” 

“We Know What You’re Doing!” 

She always had those nipple samples out. 

Convincing the Clinics to sell their drugs 

New diseases, disorders, syndromes… 

They create it for themselves, for profit. 

Grannies addicted to tranquillizers. 

The strongest synthetic Opiates, 

You are Numb to Death ~ 

A Genius’ Heart wants to be Aware. 

“I guess I’m dying,” Synchronicity 

Feel it, the Cosmic compassion. 

Such a Real Experience ~ 

I want to be a Sunbeam
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Amazonia 

A good way to smell a red herring ~ 

Reeling me in with camouflaged mind; expectations. 

Humming swirls of a slowly spinning Sufi ~ 

Waves of energy crashing at the Atlantis Lodge. 

The discs ~ of white water 

* 

Compassion 

Master ~ 

of your mind 

* 

Chello Antibiotics 

“Welcome to India” 

Indigenous Curlie’s Cream 

The lucky Mirages of Hoshiargur. 

Wild trains and Essential Substances ~ 

Creative Advancement of Society thru pure ecstasy! 

Drinking Aloe Vera with his girlfriend on LSD. 

Journey of Life, they’re going with Hofmanns ~ 

Other Explorers brought 20 million fatal diseases, 

watching in disbelief! Catharsis, I do appreciate you. 

I’d go for the Convertible, with a pregnant aesthete. 

What’s the opposite of Inspiration? Manic depression. 

“I’m Conditioned, Fully Conditioned,” to receive ~ 

Irreal Parents love their plasma, flat HD TV screen. 

It’s Amazing what they can download and dream. 

The Pirate Parrots of Emerald and Golden Peru. 

An Industrial Clone arriving from the Country. 

Working in a factory, but fell in Love with art, 

travel, meditation and supernatural beauties ~ 

Filling the pages with synchronicity 

Frontier to an Idealist Sun
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* Enlightenment * 

~ Smiling ~ 

* 

‘PAY’ 

Attention 

* 

Heaven Sent 

Living with NO CONTROL 

But Consciousness ~ 

Meant ~ letting go 

* 

Causes & Effects 

Why can’t you believe in the boundless Impersonal & ~ 

bound Personal, we define reality with our limited minds? 

The effect is a reflection, revelation of the Source cause. 

How can I expect to believe in only the One or other? 

Why Limit it to anything~ infinite boundlessness 

* 

Adbusters Opportunity ~ Synchronicity 

Dr. Albert Einstein picking up some cow shit ~ 

Bom Shanka, smoking chillums on Shiva’s Birthday! 

Self-inflicted wounds, Self-admission, sharing brain… 

words, meanings; it’s not for you. You can’t afford it! 

I’m on board, the Machine is dying in time! 

A Conscious Revolution, this is my belief. 

All of the People lost their pleading heads! 

Maybe he’s the smartest fucker; end of the Empire. 

They should be ruined , they’ve ruined everyone else! 

Corporations give Jobs, so No Environ-Mental Laws, 

No Business Taxes, No Regulations of Profits; Enron. 

“What is your Motive, Your Cause, and Your Effect?” 

We’re all Sufferers ~ Burn it down 
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Love with Freedom or Lonely Madness 

The Best situation for Projection… 

few really escape from the World ~ 

Living together, growing hand in hand. 

Stars gates open in the astral firmament 

Living in Goa, it’s another beautiful day. 

144,000 Rainbow warriors shifting Paradigms, 

or forced to behave by the rule of the Dictators! 

Not here*now ~ Potency of a Warrior ant 

* 

Over the Moon 

Where’s my Mercury sitting, 

where’s my Jupiter arising…? 

In opposition you can get caught, 

enjoying the Cosmic treacle path ~ 

A laugh that comes out of the Heavens. 

No dumbing down, on the move ~ 

‘Lost’ Is a State of Mind, brother 

They don’t have a philosophy, a View, a Guide. 

Only the Globalist exploitation of all materials… 

It’s their chosen, God given right over all the others. 

How many Personal sacrifices do I have to make for that? 

They don’t even understand Good and Bad Karma, 

Theory of Causation, Cause and effect, duality, singularity ~ 

“Do unto others as others will do unto you” they don’t even feel 

the Cosmic silence, the Aum in the Ocean tides, they can’t see  ~ 

Synchronicity, the symbiosis star sister; how to clear your nerves, 

your head, dreams, heart; when this pervasive, ubiquitous mind  

is in control of the whole show, all mass-media, channel consensus. 

If only they had a clue on how to let that go and flow into the sunset. 

Living, craving, clinging to the world they are quickly destroying! 

Mind dependence set to need and greed ~ not Love Freedom Peace
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Heart Always Centre 

What comes Up Comes Up ~  

Expression, be an Open Channel, a Painter in the flow,  

be more and more Conscious, a new style of art is existing, 

from the Inside, from Meditation, from all Universal Joy ~ 

Spring from beyond the pain of Ego-body-mind, even beyond  

surrealism’s mirror, beyond dream out beyond the Imagination, 

through the Observation of sensation, from the Path of all Paths ~ 

from Ignorance to the dance of stillness going beyond Absolute mind;  

quantum fantasy, hallucinatory, the psychedelic lover in your arms ~ 

at the crack of dawn from beyond the climax to the Freedom 

to the eternal light, from colours of a starry night, 

to the ultra-Consciousness of an infinite Ocean ~ 

out past the inner, deep blue depths 

* 

Hot Russian Hair 

Just needed some TLC. quality time 

from Venus of Awareness’ deep kissing ~ 

Happy New Year of Open Heart Free Mind 

It’s about Consciousness Not Control, Governor. 

“Doesn’t mean Out of Control, delicious Miss Olga” 

Mindless, ‘No MIND’ -‘Mindfulness’ beyond thought. 

All containing humanity, tolerance, patience, charity ~ 

empathy, compassion, loving kindness, equanimity, joy. 

Pāramī, are we talking about the same thing? 

A wind up of mind, reeling me in like a kipper! 

It’s absolutely thumpin’ ~ so pleased to be here. 

“It makes complete sense because it’s the Truth!” 

Are you living your Truth, to enjoy enjoyment ~ 

Light centered you can’t beat that, saw it so sweet. 

As soon as you put Resistance ~ you’ve got problems 

with the invasive monkey mind
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Child Is the Most Beautiful 

Looking for the Divine Endorphin. 

All rivers lead to the Ocean ~ 

Your Cosmic Chi, Altea, where’s that? In there! 

Inside your Self ~ stretching my mind to a micro Pea. 

A corrupted, spammy economy went Flop! Recognising 

Your unique talents, this System doesn’t liberate people,  

doesn’t empower you to let it go ~ listen to the wind blow. 

The Authorities, rulers just didn’t want to let the Secret out. 

How do you really know the nature of a wild animal ~ 

if everything is living domesticated in your back garden? 

 Incredible places for artists * going through an initiation 

* 

Conflict: What is Cybernetics? 

You didn’t think of anyone else ~ 

only You, only yourself darling. 

Are you blending it OK? 

Dance of energies playing. 

How do you spell ‘dyslexia’? 

Conditioning minds with your favourite ~ 

TV Programming * Save ourselves together. 

“It’s what you believe in, it’s the Truth!” 

It’s what you’re livin’, in here * now space. 

It’s the best for You and your fellow beings. 

No Dimensional lips of a Paramour in ecstasy. 

“If you can’t lie to your wife who can you lie to?” 

Tongue in her cheek, another stream of consciousness, 

another stream of Creative expression ~ free spirit. 

Ceremonies to take the light into deepest Winter. 

It’s a madhouse, I Love it ~ embracing it. 

Who says it’s done for the faint hearted? 

You won’t fall through the Jet stream. 

The Party of my life!
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An Original 

“Killing them with kindness” 

Screaming, Expressionist Graffiti all over the place! 

Mondrian, Picasso chilling out with Mr. Munch ~ 

Painting 50 Types of Depression, which one today? 

* 

The Unseen Hand, Hire Ups 

Surrealist, expressionistic, Henry Miller, “You are ~ 

not your country; there’s good and bad everywhere.” 

Unbelievable how powerful icons, stereotypes all are!! 

We don’t realise; amazing how they’re working on us! 

They make us Afraid, petrified with fright of the forest! 

They make you blame and shame Yourself; Guilty… 

People not different to us, the more noodled up it is. 

Dolphins have more convoluted brains than humans. 

The basis of Intelligence ~ 

* 

Cufic Dreams * Roses of Hate 

She’s a real beauty ~ full of decorated Manuscripts & 

cultivator of geometric, Arabian crystal enneagrams... 

Fell for a shadowy Dybbuk, smoking long dark cubebs. 

‘It Is What It Is’ 

Ultimately, don’t like to use that word ‘Expression’ either. 

It’s the Cosmic Cosmos 

Relative definitions made music to her eyes ~ invisibly 

* 

Join the Club 

Another Stream of Consciousness 

Just go ~ ‘Into the night’ to Camelot. 

Inherited it ~ Thunderbolts from Sisyphus… 

Searching engines for ‘Undiscovered’ ‘new discoveries’ 

Psy-Zen groove ~ moments of inspirational wonder 
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Life :::: Beyond Anything 

Labyrinths of physical Pain, the emotional Pain… 

the unreal mental pains, the terrible Psychic pains ~ 

Out, through the desires and tragedy of expectations! 

Wants, losses, disillusionments, sad disappointments, 

total confusions, anger, disbelief, regret and sorrows~ 

Speaking of Intentions, spinning a treacherous yarn. 

A movie, doing its thing, watching it compassionately. 

Just sensational vibrations playing in Your Universe ~ 

detach delusion from this Omnipresent mind is freedom. 

* Great blessings of spiritual beauty * 

* 

Anthem 

‘Long Live Freedom’ 

You haven’t got it ~ 

In You 

The empty throne 

* 

Met a friend called Boccaccio in Sunny Goa 

“Selfless Love pitted against licentious evil…” 

And stories of the men who made ‘The Bomb!’ 

The Shocks that unhinged her mind and emotions ~ 

‘Lady Chatterley’s Lover’ available to ‘Free’, American 

readers after 31 years of suppression’. Think about that! 

The completed, unexpurgated edition, delving into ~ 

extracting the meaning of their revolt. That one too! 

‘Unbelievable stories of wrong doing in the highest Places’ 

Illumination and liberation from the demon of conformity. 

Simple life ~ the essence, many have lost touch with it ~ 

Living a designer, trendy lifestyle of debt. You got to go ~ 

You’re used as wage slaves for production, to make Pay-off! 

Realise what is True Happiness and be Happy with it… 

‘Reality of the Bubble’ ~ It all comes down to being Free
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An accidental truce taken to its climax 

“Out of the tangible we have invented the intangible” 

Rat racing, stopping the clock, striking a balance ~ 

* Inside the XYZ Galaxy beyond Surreal * 

Being in Love truly, is the bottom line… 

An ultimate sense of freedom from delusion. 

Actually it is happening in front of our touch, 

our nose, tongue, eyes, ears, our opened minds. 

Met a beauty, beamed in from her Seminole tribe. 

Essential vibe ~ I know women who’ve lived in caves. 

Inside Mother Earth, holding the Space with her roots 

* 

Fleeing into Mushroom Jack’s House 

Making you frightened to death, their Key to your Soul. 

Holding you in your mind, forever in their powerful grip! 

Being the Protector of Your World, and locking You up! 

Accepting their civilisation, their rites, rituals, judgements! 

Turning one against one’s will, into one of their Lunatics. 

Directed from Adoration to loathing their manipulations.. 

Who became the earliest defiler of their Party’s purity? 

Who was made into the Primal Traitor of All Traitors? 

It’s their sabotage, subterfuge, desecration, manifestation, 

heresies, the Education of this Generation! Figure it out… 

All circulated clandestinely, venomous attacks of doctrine on  

your  family love. Hate rose up to a frenzy, vague rumors of… 

Vile tortures and Propaganda. True objects of demonisation, 

by some Monstrous Machines who have no human feelings. 

The inner cabal, the inner Moloch temples commanding this! 

The Holy of Holies hunting down Eagles and Truth Sayers, 

wiping out revolutionary activities for Political Orthodoxy. 

Who the hell planted these seeds in You? 

Shadowy armies, New world order networking, specious  

claptrap giving only Pain and Ignorance, no Liberation, 

Illumination or Love
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Controlling Minds and Powerful emotions, knowing…  

how to coerce, but Knowing nothing of the Truth within, 

the Sensations, the Karma, the cause and effects, wisdom, 

the changing Cosmic ocean of silence, harmony, compassion. 

The seeds you plant will bring you their flowers and fruit! 

Hatching Real Conspiracies, threats to you and all life! 

Who are You trained to Love, to Hate, to Hate to Love? 

Realise the machinations working behind the scenes ~ 

be CONSCIOUS 

* 

Free to be a Slave with a Shiny Uranium Plastic Chip’ 

but you’re already a slave to your mind, to your greed, to me, 

your ego, your desires, your own Ignorance, your Karma! 

Practicing what you preach ~ www.flonnet.com 

* 

Superb auditory of the beach ~ Oneness 

Mean it ~ “I Love You with all my heart” 

“I Love You” the Ideal of dhamma, living It. 

The gateway vibe, hippie heaven ~ receptivity. 

Star light, star bright energies of golden spheres. 

Reconciliation, forgiveness, unforgettable, procreative ~ 

The best I know, a Cosmic view, coming inside with you 

* 

Boomerang Root 

A flying lingam in her Vagina doodle ~ 

nice and shocking, a good combination. 

‘All or Nothing’, Pure commitment ~ 

I’ve discovered, I like it here now ~ 

Relaxed, less fucked up, stupid people. 

Don’t want to go Inside there! 

What’s that about? Surrender with no shame ~ 

Divineness lives in You * You live in Divineness. 

Seeds of delight ~ Satsang of a Moon Ray
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Twigged 

***** The flower needs the Sun ***** 

It is what it is & that’s usually how it’s meant to be. 

No Mind, no judgments, no expectations, impersonal  

* 

“when you are utterly empty the whole existence enters you. 

All the stars are within you, all the flowers, 

the Sun and the Moon.” Osho. 

* 

 Love * Land 

I live where I feel there is the most Freedom ~ 

Absolutely, why wouldn’t you? Freedom brings Love. 

It takes ‘time’ to become aware as a Renaissance person, 

to develop the insights, wisdom, the skill, the Compassion, 

refining understanding, letting it be free, Loving Kindness. 

Accept this highest journey, be chilled out, love yourself ~ 

on your way to becoming One as a Cosmic, magical Lotus 

* 

Can’t Predict the Product 

‘What’s Done Is Done’ 

Status Quo, always full of vile not vital Propaganda. 

Try to block it out as it travels through your Mind ~ 

Get the Open Visa, it’s just a body, no sentimentality, 

not any grotesque army, just a body of changing instants. 

“We have to save these unfortunate people!” 

What’s that about patronizing mate? 

Big boys playing with glinting swords! 

The good fight on your way to Camelot. 

Passé and fare-well little king! 

* 

Illuminated 

Sitting there ~ 

plugged in like a Lamp. 

“Here you can be yourself”
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The Planetary Detachments 

‘The less you have the less you have to worry about’ 

Meditation ~ respects intrinsically, it’s very Precious. 

Now reached the Core of a beautiful Brahma, pilgrimage, 

entranced, enchantment, entrapment ~ flowers in the river. 

Levels of Attachment, numb and comfortably neutral, neurons. 

Too distracted, Our Mind, Programmed to react to everything. 

Emotional intelligence, a maypole in the middle of our village. 

It’s You calling in the Chaos, you calling in the Bliss ~ 

jumping like dolphins with too many positive endorphins! 

Seeing Your Heaven 

* 

No Good or Bad Symbols 

A light coming straight towards him ~ 

not looking for ‘Miss Right’ but ‘Miss Right Now!’ 

“We’ll mess with your mind, heart and soul, brother” 

* 

Some Pain 

Free of wife, child, family, society. 

Still needing some divine destiny ~ 

the same soft, breezy night and rain. 

Trance music by the beach in Anjuna. 

Ultimately it becomes ~ a perfect element 

* 

An Affinity 

Amour being Free 

is Loving Kindness ~ 

Non possession, non-jealousy culmination! 

“Always look at the bright side of life, do do” 

Finally came to an end of that sankhara, 

for a moment I didn’t recognise you ~ 

Free Star * Brilliance
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Creativity >: Completely off the wall 

“but our schools, colleges and universities are not 

places where intelligence is helped, it is hindered. 

Our whole System is part of the Establishment: 

It does not work for the well-being of the Person  

being taught, it works for the vested interests of 

the cabal, politicians, of the priests, the churches,  

the bangsters, the State of all kinds of other things. 

It has nothing to do with the person being taught,  

its whole work is to create effective slaves” Osho’s view. 

Evolve Authenticity, Integrity, Originality, Intelligence. 

Terrified of that Word, ‘Revolutionary’ (not a Terrorist)!  

‘Memory produces a Wi-Fi computer’ Your Master’s Voice. 

Pathfinders supported by the vibe, not their memory bank. 

Intelligence needs no information now; the mind is finite! 

Going on from here but need the truth 

* 

Inherit Merit in the 5th 

‘When he realises he has achieved his heart’s desire’ 

‘No need to record it to have a better memory facility’ 

How vital is the field you’re in * with lovely Sunflowers! 

The sage says, ‘there is No Past and No Future’ brother. 

Ultimately beyond the Senses; potential to be Awakened. 

We’ve Absorbed the vibes of existence ~ how are Yours? 

Lot of conditioning to unravel, lots of psych-knots to undo. 

Bring the kids up by your 40, then back to work darling! 

Suppressions making mental cases, fears of the Unknown. 

Inventions of great cunning; a dropout’s free expression ~ 

Couldn’t take any of it on board ~ Nowhere is Evolving! 

Shape-shifting in/out of dimensions, infinite changing ~ 

I feel we’ve done it before ~ Prana’s vital pure breath. 

Cosmic Vibrations keeping hold of that essentiality ~ 

everything else is Stuff, defeats the whole purpose. 

Surrender it ~ doesn’t matter, has no meaning 
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Snooping Into an Inner Thirst 

Massive Conspiracy against the simple Truth ~ 

You can let him in, a bit unusual but not dangerous. 

No sack cloth in this Caravanserai of star gazers. 

Why not have 100,000 diamond studded camels? 

Non Attachment Totally? 

* 

Journeys Out of Substitute Existences 

Just Live it, You’ve Come Alive! Wow! 

Taking puja at the Shiva village shrine. 

You look like a very happy wreck ~ 

“I’m a hippie” 

Let’s have wampum, no need 

for bellicose threatening of War, 

or motiveless, wanton destruction! 

Once was a very popular custom… 

Hard to evaluate it, judge it, live it! 

To see through what it is, brother. 

Early morning harmony ~ 

Sublime tapestry of our being. 

Embracing with a lovely kiss 

* 

Peeped into transparency 

Knowledge of Supreme experience ~ 

“what I’ve been led to believe…. 

Shown the Point of no returns… 

glimpsed a victim of Attachment. 

Awesome, we haven’t got a clue… 

they would want to keep us in the dark, 

absorbed into repetitive TV Programming. 

Never imagined I could be beyond, into space. 

Spiritual conquest of transcendental reality after 

bathing in the waters of love and compassion
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Governing 

And, “The Gulf War Syndrome don’t Exist mate!” 

Blame the people who caught it. A point! Don’t Panic, 

the CIA implants anything into your veins, your brains. 

They’ll provide blacked out goggles in an Infinity  

swimming pool ~ to pass the Test, you only have 

to drown three times. Part of the diver’s Process” 

How many folks are working on that shift 

with their fingers on the Self-annihilation buttons? 

And Jesus’ freaks ~ All parts of the Machine, dude. 

Old timer don’t underestimate the Power of your Love. 

The depth of your own beautiful Illusions, fantasies ~ 

The strength of the Image of your desire. 

The almighty Pain of your Loss… 

She Lives nearby with someone else, takes it V seriously! 

“You can’t make them Love You” or even listen to you… 

In the psychic meadows of breaking hearts ~ 

Lesson No.1 as a rule of thumb, 

keep facing the truth and smile 

* 

Big Wet Monsoon - In the O Country 

She said when she gets to Amsterdam there’ll be  

No Hash! Harvesting ~ a Strip Club on Wheels. 

Hailing, the Art Cars; I’ll be the Sofa Man, babe. 

“Matrix breeders’ sprawl fucked up all my oranges” 

Heading to the 1st Precinct with my complaint, officer! 

Even the Abwehr were given a Code of Discipline… 

A Code of Conduct, Rules of Engagement; as the SS. 

scoured Belorussia for schools full of children to burn! 

The Energy Unit - have to get More & more Out of it! 

His Wife’s name is STHEX13869 - Miss. U.Topiana. 

Surfing Uranus before dawn, with myths of paganism 
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Chomsky Expresso 

You’re on the Frontline, ringing kundalini, Free. 

King; tools to make conclusions and Creativity ~ 

‘In the USA there’s a two year historical period’ 

Is that your tongue between her wet, rosy red lips? 

Making Love energy connecting figure of 8 Chakras. 

They’re hypocritical to forget their historical misdeeds. 

Yet feel they can Condemn all of us others… 

to hold onto a projection of Absolute Power. 

Is that their Aim? 

Illegitimate 

* 

Have to Prove consistently they want, have that Power. 

Their Handbook is, The Classic, The State of the Art, 

On How to ‘Fuck People Over’, anyway, everyday ~ 

Rumor, Propaganda, the food, fuel of War and Strife! 

Check out Noujaim Films, Al Jazeera, ‘Control Room’ 

Why did the inspectors really leave Iraq? Where is Free-  

debate, respect for others’ opinions, Openness, humanity? 

No taboos but have to take off your Nike shoes; that’s fine. 

Wake up to the World, the Planetary, a Microcosmic view. 

Mouthpieces of some other Human beings, not so fucked up! 

What’s Centcom, Central Command HQ, Dohar, Qatar? 

700 Miles from Baghdad, the Heart of their Propaganda. 

The Main US. Media Outlet; they give out their Orders. 

Inventing as they go along and the journalists lap it up! 

‘US Media was Hijacked on the way to the big event…’ 

by an Administration, helping to elevate the fear in folks. 

Speculation : Projection > 40 Cruise Missiles on Baghdad! 

5 Cruise Missiles on a favourite restaurant. Shock & Awe! 

This is No Video game, It’s very real, violent, combative ~ 

This questions the very attempt to further their brain storm. 

Ubiquitous ~ Human Cost of War, Inhuman Cost of War
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Finger Painter Reliefs 

I’m living it my way completely Original ~ 

done it all my life with the Spiritual horizon in the heart. 

Living it more and more, it does actually become Real ~ 

The experience makes us more like what we aspire to be. 

Out through that window beyond the mundane mind. 

Reflections, looking back we see images of ‘Me I My’ ~ 

What do we find? Those dhamma realized stations 

appear on a Psychic Spiritual track, due to Pāramīs. 

A Cosmic galaxy of sensational Sun beams 

flooding through your dreams and streams 

* 

Reprimanded Sub-Consciously 

The Bar and the Council working with the Mayors. 

Protecting and covering their own backs, don’t stare. 

Why is it so frightening to perceive other realities? 

If you can, flow with it ~ not control or direct it moron. 

Ultimately it shows other possibilities on this magic trip. 

Although it’s not defined, or refined, it offers new options. 

Most are disconnected, not accepted, here’s the alternatives. 

Do they know something that we don’t know? 

That the Infinite Planets do revolve around ~ 

all the Suns, not this Pope’s Earthly projection. 

A Self Confessed, professed emissary of His God’s Will. 

Who’d become, Inhumane, criminal to maintain his glory, 

his own treasury, dictatorial power and his religious legend? 

Do we know something now? That Earth isn’t made of cheese. 

Who created those crazy myths and tortured wholly innocents to 

uphold the sanctity of whose dogmas and their own Ideology ~ 

which obviously today is seen as feudalist superstition, to keep  

the vast Empire for their own bloody Lords. We don’t know! 

But we do know about the essential dynamic to flow. 

Cannot fake this one in order to connect ~ 

to be Real * to Feel
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‘Satan is Fictional’  

Everything’s against the law; you get lashed for anything! 

The most toxic power in the Universe. Shiva drank it, his neck  

became blue. The heat of a million suns; took bhang lassi medicine! 

Asuras filled with lust, developing false ego, projection of our progress. 

We’re hooked into it; how can they make the most money from us! 

Where do you want to live? Where the Universe takes me. 

Born as a tadpole, going through the frog stage ~ 

I need a bioenergy card; it’s taking something away. 

Not everyone can have a lot of money and be humble. 

* 

Shakti Goddesses 

Mohini ~ an enchantress who maddens her lovers. 

Rani Lakshmibai, “I shall not surrender my Jansi”  

‘The 8th Hussars charged into the Indian force, slaughtering  

5,000 Indian soldiers, including any Indian, over the age of 16’. 

‘Whereupon he dispatched young lady, Manikarnika, with his carbine. 

She was buried under a tamarind tree, under the Rock of Gwalior’  

No shame or disgrace; she’s a queen, why would she accept another queen? 

She fought and died. Unending is the formless form of Shiva ~ infinity 

* 

Conforming Artists 

It’s all love, pure Cosmic energy ~ 

‘The only thing between God and me is Space’ 

Everyone’s on Lsd, waiting for the others to catch up. 

Sai baba, sitting outside the Police station under a tree 

smokin a chillum, otherwise it’s gonna eat your brain ~ 

One day you’ll lose everything, simple, you’re learning attachment, 

otherwise you’re gonna feel pain, that’s what hurts ~ It’s the Maya. 

Piggyback off my hotspot! Viva les chemicals; all our radars are out. 

Love between two consenting adults and much more
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Lotus heart unfolding  

‘There’s no pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, 

the rainbow is the pot of gold and so are you ~ 

It’s all time, time can’t take manifestation 

without her, Mahakala. “I love Shiva” 

Shiva is Lord of time, beyond time ~ 

He can erase it forever; it’s all Maya. 

Mahakali the primeval force of the Universe. 

The god of Consciousness, the basis of reality. 

Shakti, the highest and hottest incarnation ~ 

All that matters is that you’re alive, that’s the truth. 

‘I would love you to be in Love with my Love’ 

* 

Life is Peaceful 

“Projection; don’t put your heart in it ~ 

“A Goddess is someone who’ll elevate you” 

She’s a left hand tantric ~ full nourishment. 

They’re like angels walking on the Earth. 

Why not if there’s chemistry? 

What if she’s a real angel? 

They come in any form. 

You have to find them 

* 

 He’s a Doctor * He’s a Druid! 

Not doing it for the money, he’s a true healer. 

“Yoginis are sadhus, they don’t do massage… 

they don’t give a fuck about the material world!” 

Every woman is a Goddess, Maya’s spice of life ~  

Liberated and elevated into supreme Consciousness  

as one, then there’s YOU, Maya! 

“I shouldn’t think about what I lose 

but what I have”
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A Very Sexy Beauty 

“Why bother with moody?” 

She’s a free spirit ~ 

Yeah, getting it all for free, free, free. 

Really ~ he’s a legend not a method actor. 

Before you blink he’s kicked you seven times! 

‘What are they fighting for?’ Even they don’t know. 

They said it was God’s will when they were converting 

and decapitating! Now it’s also God’s will, KARMA~  

Still barbarism in their genes is going on. Shukriyah… 

“Welcome to Goa ~ have a chillum, Boom Bolenath!” 

 

Inshallah, when you’ve understood the blueprint of MAYA ~ 

Then you can play with it instead of getting caught up in it. 

It’s a web, a web in your mind because of Attachment… 

“In India they’re more into ritualistic, Idol worshipping, 

not much spirituality!” Do they know about KARMA? 

Your mother gets caught up in it. She’s a screamer. 

The converting has come back ~ to haunt them! 

Craving the power, preying on innocent victims 

* 

Feeling like an Alien 

Curfew, ‘for your own protection’. Where have I heard that before? 

“STOP, I WANT TO GAIN TOTAL CONTROL OVER YOU!” 

“We’re gonna ask you some questions and you’re  

gonna tell us exactly what we need to know.”  

You paying to be a slave, everyone who has a Boss. 

Female maniac, she’s trying to get inside your head. 

‘If you get involved in it, you’ll lose your own power ~ 

People’s own karmas, they’ve written their own destinies. 

Be aware, be conscious, don’t have the pain of attachment. 

And there are intelligent people who care about other people
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Scary Satan 

The Catholic church burning Harry Potter books in Poland. 

They don’t want people growing up believing in Magic ~ 

because of its Power, keeps others ignorant of it through fear, 

superstition, being programmed, their culture of control dear. 

If we knew occult properties, we would want to have some too ~ 

‘The whole Cosmic is contained in an Almond shape, Yoni base’. 

How true is your Cosmic vibe? 

* 

Live Head 

“He liked brown sugar”. 

Pilots on drugs, You need a live weed. 

Nuclear chips, he’s shining in the dark! 

They took his world championship, fight title 

away from him when he became a pacifist! 

“It’ easy to climb mountains on acid” 

“I see mandalas in my 3rd eye ~ 

Dancing with the psy-trance music.  

We’re jewelry, gems, sparkling stones, 

being inside a 12 dimensional kaleidescope. 

Flowering ~ fantastic spirals in your hair 

* 

Full Black Magic Mantra 

‘Food is expensive, drugs are cheap!’ 

They’re hiding in other dimensions ~ 

Eyes alive ~ you’re open, an open door. 

First was the sound, OM * Inner trip. 

‘Yoga is all in the mind’ ~ Is it Shiva? 

“I’m holding a tantra course in the Maldives” 

‘Teach Me’
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Snoezelen room 

They’re officers of the Corporation; entering into their contract! 

It’s not a commercial vehicle but a sovereign, private conveyance. 

In word trickery’s realm; ‘legalese’ whole dark magic. 

The Power they get. “I’m trying to think subversive” 

Who are you, what do you want? He’s a Terminator! 

You have to give your permission as a child of God ~ 

as a child of Pachamama, the Universe. Do you get it? 

Intimidation is unlawful, playing all their power trips ~ 

It’s beyond the mind, own it, love it, to enjoy the maximum. 

‘It’s the attachament that hurts, you have to give your consent!’ 

Never gonna understand with thinking, Humans in existinction. 

Never goin to find out how many galaxies there are with the mind. 

The great mortgage swindle and all the rest; they’re amidst demons! 

Children fucked to death and thrown in the sea ~ 

They dip the babies in the frozen lake’s ice holes. 

“The banks is the devil, says so in the Bible!” 

‘Only the hard ones come into the garden’ 

Too late to turn back, gotta learn inside 

* 

Yogi * Drug  

Can’t say ‘No’ to the addiction ~ chicks’ magnet asana. 

‘Good charas and coke; give a line and see their smiles ~’ 

Sunshine heart, You have to drop the I AM and BE I AM 

You never get the supernatural, psychic powers, spiritual 

dimensions to open up your chakras on a synthetic mat. 

‘People take you more seriously with a moustache’ 

13, just another number to the Naga, king of snakes ~ bight’s 

enough poison to kill four horses; anti venom, old stock expired! 

You believe in finite Powers of the pure Mind ~ experiencing it. 

When you know how to play with the elements… 

You give him matter, a solid wall, he’ll go through it. 

Time travelling rishis flying on brass plates.
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Wordless in Gaza 

‘China’s Uyghur detention camps, may be the largest mass incarceration ~  

since the holocaust’ ‘It’s not reported on in the media or within Governments’  

‘If elephants are being exterminated, what good does it do to ignore that and  

instead point another way, to the fact that giraffes are being exterminated… 

Guantanamo Bay is terrible, some 800 men were tortured, and the sordid 

mess at least and at long last had light of day in the press’. All these evil,  

insane deeds are acknowledged but somehow nobody is brought to Justice,  

in fact most seem to get promotion in the ranks of the psychopaths, or get  

a sponsored National highway named after them, some get Nobel prizes!  

This is the 'Irreal politic' which is essentially anti-human, anti-nature ~ 

and life, pro-cabal power, exploitation, competition, corruption, greed;  

superior deluded egos enjoying insanity and genocide! Two wrongs don't  

make it right. (In war crimes they may be used to cancel out one bad act by 

allowing the opponents another bad act to equal things out) The US. will  

answer to Karma, as will all those individuals who commit these heinous-  

crimes! Unless International laws to protect us, all of the Planet, are enforced  

and realised (eg. Dhamma) as part of our Cosmic evolution. They are really 

useless, except as exercises in self-delusion. See the UN convention on Human  

rights which sets out what we as People of this world are entitled to live by as  

conscious beings. These are obviously just nice words on recycled paper rather  

than sacred acts of our true nature, unless they are experienced * Om Shanti * 

* 

Hipocrazy has no bounds to some 

‘For over eighty years they said Marijuana was a gateway drug… 

And they had a war on drugs, now they want to be the main Dealer!’ 

They shoot you, your family, imprison them for a joint, terrorize us all. 

“We’re being shot down in the streets like rabid dogs!” 

The king divorced the queen, bought her a castle.  

You’re a Revolutionary ~ Live and let all live… 

“We were born in jail!” Kill, kill, kill, kill em! 

“Our playgrounds were bomb sites!”
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Fire Water 

Using her sweet pussy as a tool; “you may or may not baby!” 

“She’d make a good Sita, stony but gorgeous ~ 

The most beautiful eyes in India, apparently! 

“You never know what’s coming next ~” 

Brainwashed in uniform; do no harm! 

Freezing them live in a selfish net. 

“I never look at the menu” 

“It’s been eating me!” 

* 

Random Cosmos Jousting 

“Do you understand?” “Yes, I do” This is consent. What is 

your name? Entering into, giving away your sovereign right ~ 

under the Magna Carta ~ Not accepting their illegal Authority! 

“What reasonable cause do you have to assume I’m a criminal?” 

“I’m not arguing with you, not saying a word in my own defense… 

“Anything you say can be and will be used against you in a court of law” 

Who’s living in an impermanent State of NO FEAR? 

We’re all enlightened baba, right here and right now ~ 

Bodhisattva processing on the raw chocolate, Theta wave. 

“Outside the window, the woodpecker has lost it!”  

‘When a true sadguru plants a seed in your heart ~ 

there is nothing that can stop it growing’ 

* 

No one’s seen it yet 

Your reward is in Heaven ~ It’s all an Illusion! 

Nirvana is boring, sitting alone in a golden light. 

Begging for a rebirth, that red centipede can kill you! 

Some die on the spot, depends on the shock and toxin. 

The Church is enjoying Your Power, wealth, donations. 

All Religions’ Saving plans for your soul, my Lord! Why? 

“You have no right to hurt me”
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Dependence * Independence * Interdependence 

What comes out of the eye ~ Media’s brainwashing you. 

What comes out of the telly, crafting xeno-phobic graffiti. 

We have no idea how controlled and manipulated we are. 

And we’re Never told! Barbarians capturing our imagination. 

Procuring opium, opioids, TV. hallucinations for the Masses. 

People would think that You are crazy, and so unacceptable! 

We’ve even more ‘Out of Touch’ - programs, Reality shows. 

Conditioned to kill your brother and denounce your Mother, 

rape, traffic your sister; honour kill her, society is going Mad! 

They’ll never show their mistakes on the brain-washing box. 

So, we take it for granted that what we see, say, feel, touch, 

what we hear, what we are being conditioned for is Real! 

I must try and get some Bach Flower remedies. 

It’s a Natural Revolution 

Always wanted to see the largest picture of Life ~ 

some settle for nothing, some need to pass through 

reed beds and spontaneous spirals to spiritual clarity. 

The Fjord’s spring water is life force ~ natural reality 

Tastes like, ‘No irrational sense of Fear’ my dear. 

All the crystals radiate and blow your Mind ~ 

All the Universal energies in front of your eyes 

 

Sun and the wind not Propaganda blows ~ 

or Capitalist, Mafia lawyers, stitching it all up! 

Wanting Global Control at any cost over morality. 

Wiping out all the wild Salmon, what’s next on the list? 

Out of protein, out of memory, what happened to busy bees? 

Try to put it out of your mind, those demons! Ask a super nerd, 

where did all that come from? God Knows! The Palantir ball ~ 

Language is a virus from outer space, how about Artificial Intel? 

Cryptocurrencies, blockchains, network movements, frequencies. 

“I’m in the business of Energy…” Needs my Sunshine smile ~
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Extreme Resistance 

Renounced the world and denied my loving kindness! 

Trying to suppress their true feelings, their humanity~ 

Loved her too much for that! You’re wasting your prana. 

Good for your health if your mind is balanced ~ equanimity. 

‘They were plunderers, barbarians, they’d cut your head off  

if you didn’t convert, steal and rape your daughters’.  

And the whole idea was also to rob the gold! 

You want to enjoy the garden of Eden ~ 

“I Am the King”  

* 

The Strongest Caveman is the Boss 

All the females belong to me; You want them, fight me! 

If they find the fruit, they’ll have it; genetically imprinted. 

“They jumped on me and grabbed my biscuits!” 

Here’s your chance to reach Bollywood! 

The monkey with the spotted red arse. 

* 

Polar Infatuation 

‘Love cannot be one sided’ Try some free singularity ~ 

‘Came naked into the world ~ to surrender to everything. 

Remember it’s not yours, you came with nothing but you.  

Your private jet is not yours, it belongs to a certain energy ~ 

that’s letting you enjoy it. All Maya, freedom from knowing. 

Skulls function, represent strength, there’s one on your shoulder ~ 

otherwise you wouldn’t be here. Light magic, dark magic, Merlin. 

“Before she believes that ‘she’s yours’ and the crazy bits come out” 

Ultra-attachments, full of desires, amazing self-fantasies, identities. 

‘Yoga, can’t use artificial mats but Kusha grass, deerskin, silk, wool’ 

Real Yogis go somewhere where nothing can disturb them ~ 

then your chakras get activated. Yoga going beyond the mind. 

Getting some special, insight powers ~ natural Siddhi scents.
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6666 Kamdev * Beautiful Spirit 

Eros giving in to temptation with his sexy apsaras ~ 

Sensuous, vibrational, snake sex; finished, instant death! 

Can’t outrun a Russel Viper, zig-zagging a Black Mamba ~ 

Why would you shoot a Giraffe? It’s fuckin murder, no excuse! 

Investigating the kidnapping of a village girl, raped by a big bear. 

Let man die how he wants to die. “You can’t kill yourself here mate!” 

The bight of a Hippo will do it! We’ve intelligence but are unnatural. 

Why would you want to hang an animal’s head in your living room? 

Some people are getting the full bombload on their heads, right now! 

Helping each other in harmony, supposed to be balanced ~ 

Man’s touch ~ woman’s touch, the singularity of love. 

Free energy source, I choose the Happy path ~ 

* 

Beyond Insanity 

A shiny Palace, non-suicidal Heirlooms are illegal! 

Give and take brother, a lesson in partnering. 

It’s being the action, not the action of copying. 

Are Monsanto’s, Bayer’s original and natural? 

Producing millions of plastic bottles, not recycled. 

Coke’s ‘real thing’, leaves it all to your imagination. 

“I’m not feeding the cat!” ‘Cacao is the new cocaine!’  

You work it out. 

* 

 “I need a better robot please” 

Materialisation it’s not a miracle, just a show, part of Maya. 

If you’re a human, it makes sense not to make people suffer. 

Ultra-pure mind essence ~ mindfulness, mindlessness, Space. 

Your whole nervous system is shutting down! 

“We are the world, we are the children ~ 

We are the ones to make a brighter place. 

So, let’s start giving”
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S H I V A L I N G 

Shiva is eternal, unborn and undying, the Pillar of light, the ultimate yogi, 

wearing the gems of God’s necklace, now renouncing the material world ~ 

Jyoti lingams, meteorites falling from the sky, did one land by the Kaaba? 

He’s the only Yogi ~ qualities of the first Cosmic yogi. 

Unified with God in transcendence ~ love attracts love. 

She gets possessed, death is a surprise ~ “Smoke it up!” 

Government Warning. ‘Red Earth, get out before sunset’ 

before leopards come out or the last rhino falls dead.  

“When you hear anklet jingles and no one’s there… 

Don’t be scared of the illusion, then you’ll make it! 

So Am I, ~ It’s there in that moment, right now.  

* 

Drop Out Wild Primatologist 

‘Hunting for Parking’. “It’s still wet!” 

Imprinted, hard copied, embedded codes. 

The illusion of reality ~ “Do I know you?” 

Into timelessness, transcending your mind-self. 

Playing with the material toys ~ then it changes. 

If you’re attached, your Atma suffers for something  

that has no meaning, actually meaningless, it changes. 

Things die ~ trying telling that to an implantologist 

* 

Virtue Reality 

Sending orgasm energy into higher consciousness. 

Venus’ caresses, the Morning Star, bringer of light. 

‘Unaware, my first vodka’s destroying my brain ~ 

“It’s your own trip until you merge back with Spirit ~ 

Raped by invaders, the babies born will all be believers!  

‘There’s God and there’s the one thinking about God’ 

Genetic memory ~ you can’t fuck around 

not misusing your imagination!
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Maya Special * Her Hot * Alchemic Fires 

They think that they know everything, convinced, 

when only knowing is not enough. There is no fear  

in the memory, imagination, being here now ~ 

Amazon paid no UK. taxes on £billions of profits. 

How’s that right, they’re making the poor the enemy. 

Ruled by your constituents or by unelected bureaucrats? 

Ubiquitous rules and regulations, why do you bow down 

before terrortorial tyrants, despots and authoritarian dictators? 

‘Amazon will pay $0 in taxes on $11,200,000,000 in profit for 2018 

The company reported $5.6 billion, U.S. profits in 2017 and paid $0’ 

‘Knowing the difference between patience and wasting your time’ 

Jumping off bridges of sad disappointment, frustration and jealousy, 

into the rivers of self-fantasy ~ falling into her melting fires 

* 

It’s All Sub-Conscious 

Do we make the genetics, or do genetics make you? 

Your pleasure points, designed into a rubber doll ~ 

‘Porno is a psy-ops weapon, destroying human feelings’ 

Destroying the Planet, merging with Shiva. 

Krishna introduced us to Caste in the Gita, 

and evil priests subjugated us, into slavery!  

We’re all Atma ~ Cosmic Consciousness 

* 

Poly-Pharmic * Naturalistic 

“What more do you want when you got too much?” 

‘All the same idea ~ Love saves the World’. 

Hedonist, “I love music, I love freedom!” 

Yoga teacher ~ Heaven is here on Earth. 

Funny honey with no money. 

‘Being present is the portal ~’ 

Perfect for flamenco dancing.
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Fluent in Silent Synergy 

… that it is constantly changing in us * essentially nothingness exists ~  

so, no permanent attachment, to hold onto us as your 'personal' Reality. 

‘Butterflies drinking the tears of Caiman Crocodiles in the Amazon basin.  

They do this for the salt which is a precious electrolyte for their nervous  

system, and hard to come by so far from the ocean’. * Om Shanti*  

* 

Goddess Venus’ Temptation 

A gypsy, seducing with all of her senses. 

Sublime, subtle, delicious and delirious. 

A Tantric wallah, Rock and Rolling ~ 

5G spot * Radiation, 5D Liberation. 

Unblocking Abundance ~ Being Free 

* 

Cruise Cosmically 

Hallucinator, it’s all Illusury, let’s hear you Roar! 

Praetorian guards protecting the veils of secrecy ~ 

Greening the deserts, or permanent mental damage? 

No one must know the truth, no freedom of information. 

Tortured people, they’ve lost their minds, not comin’ back! 

USA: Ubiquitous Military Industrial Complex, great porn! 

You don’t want to wake up with a knife in your head! 

You don’t want your car to break down in Bihar! 

You must respect the grim reaper, you don’t want 

to be eaten by vultures, at the Tower of Silence! 

You’ll become like Pan, it’s a great aphrodisiac. 

Chasing the brown sugar dragon in the jungle.  

Wearing skulls and bones, eating humans ~ 

Creamy brain roll, snack better than noodles! 

What’s the price of a Seahorse’s life? 10 cents! 
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Sperm Baba * Life Forms 

Shukracharya ~ left hand tantra is meant to be enjoyed. 

Right hand tantra, you renounced anything material ~ 

Not respecting God, because he’s given you Paradise’ 

Those who couldn’t understand what is God’s desire! 

Asuras fucking it all up, for naïve Adam and Eve. 

Accept it and experience it as a human birth ~ 

Following Love’s path, but they feel nothing. 

The history we are presented is not there. 

Creating all my own human fantasies! 

Merging into Union ~ Yin ( * ) Yang. 

Suckha, divine in the end is you only. 

Listening to Suria’s sweet melodies 

* 

Radioactive Oceans 

What happened to the Dolphins in Taji Bay,  

humpback whales, tuna, those Star shells, Angel fish ~ 

Salmon, from Fukushima’s toxic sea, made into Sushi!  

Chemtrail rain falling from the sky into the river ~ why 

do we have to pay for nature’s water, it’s given for free? 

‘We’re living on a fucking Time Bomb!’ 

* 

Gold is beautiful 

‘God’s only there until the one thinking about it stops’. 

“I don’t do all that material stuff, it comes from inside ~ 

Fifteen minutes of fame; “say hallo to Allah” Boom, Boom! 

“You won’t need money anymore” “Tell that to the illuminati” 

All the energies into crime, the devil protecting it from the people! 

What do Emperors do? Opium addiction and sexual licentiousness. 

Killed Mumtaz’s husband and married her sister. 

Murdered for your land!
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Right up the Aspirational Shoot 

Watering Lilys in the field with lucidity. 

Everyone sees progress in different ways ~ 

Someone telling you what and how to think... 

Being humble, flexible, eating cans of baked beans. 

“It’s only a movie Baba, don’t take it too seriously!” 

“I never understood it” “What?” “Scaring yourself” 

“If you can play something without the learning” 

‘I don’t want to win any more!’ 

Still resonating here now ~ 

* 

“Show me your Teeth!” 

Drowning in debt and data, what is this bigger picture? 

Tell me anyone who agrees with it, who has a Conscience. 

Criminal, “It’s a war, it’s a job, get on with the massacre!” 

Another dirty bomb! ‘The truth and nothing but the truth’  

Developing the architecture of oppression for the public ~ 

My side is right! I’m asking you to TRUST me, Please… 

“There’s a large part of you who just wants to stay happy” 

They make the rules for everyone else but not themselves, 

that’s how they get away with it ~ needs public exposure. 

‘NSA. Is tracking every cell phone in the World’. 

Ruining the energy networks of everyone else! 

* 

Revolution 9 at the Summer of Love 

‘It’s always the inside of a chillum that’s important!’ 

The world outside began to die; Love is all you need brother. 

Questioning our government about that Russian honeypot ~ 

Following their journey to the east for a spiritual awakening. 

Writing a haiku, I’m entirely out of time ~ at this moment.  

‘Sometimes the more you look, the less you see ~ 

I just read that Love and Peace are contagious,  

sending it on to you.
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Graceful Safi and a Forest Goddess  

“I don’t like gadgets, they make me feel clumsy” 

Listen to the drums, “The beautiful one died!” 

Stop telling me, do something about it. 

All about Love, don’t disrespect me ~ 

“I’d like to give you a Kisses massage” 

Gratitude is the way to abundance. 

“Our job is to serve not rule” 

“Give it to me, Baby!” 

* 

Collateral Murder is Murderous 

I’m an Anarchist not Anti-Christ, 

not giving away my own Sovereignty ~ 

Not accepting any Rulers, Dictators, Monarchy! 

You’re allowed to vote or not, for who you choose. 

“How do you know what it is and what it isn’t?” 

‘More is better’ where did that derive from?  

A very rare sighting of a Spirit bear ~ 

“Let’s go hunting Unicorns!” 

$100 off every skull! 

* 

Essence of this Subliminal Reality 

As a personage we are being kept in a Matrix-setting! 

Thinking is, mental movement, difficult to witness ~ 

feel, observing your inner-self, being its intrinsic state. 

Do you believe in sub-Conscious energy or not ~  

higher human frequency states in a smart jungle? 

‘Silent weapons for a quiet War’ 

“I’m here now, so what to do?” 

Deja-vu of a self’s destruction. 

Everyone has their dreams ~ 

“Stick the lips on darling”  

They jam it all out ~ 

LOVE * IS 
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